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Executive Summary
Context
A four acre expansion to the wharf facilities at the Port of Goderich has been approved and
there is potential for further expansion. The Goderich Port Management Corporation (GPMC)
retained CPCS to identify and assess potential new market opportunities for these expanded
facilities, with the ultimate aim of enabling regional economic development and diversification
of the Port of Goderich’s existing traffic and associated commercial activity.
Port of Goderich Competitive Position
The Port of Goderich has a marine transit time advantage relative to almost all other ports in
Southern Ontario for traffic originated or destined west of Southern Ontario. It is however
disadvantaged for traffic originated or destined east of Southern Ontario relative to ports on
Lake Ontario (notably the Port of Hamilton), given the additional distance, time and cost
associated with transiting the St. Clair River, Lake Erie and the Welland Canal (including
additional pilotage costs, and Seaway tolls, etc). Harbour dues at the Port of Goderich are
generally less than competing ports, while wharfage fees are generally higher.
The Port of Goderich has a competitive advantage for serving inland markets by truck in the
area highlighted in brown in the map below. It may also be able to compete for traffic to/from
the area marked by grey hatching (the competitive “battleground”). The Port also has rail access
via the Goderich-Exeter Railway (GEXR) which interchanges with both Class 1 railways, CN and
CP. However, the GEXR line has a capacity limit of 236,000 pounds (107,501 kilograms), which
is lower than the Class 1 standard of 286,000 pounds (129,727 kilograms). This means that rail
traffic to/from the Port of Goderich is disadvantaged relative to locations capable of handling
trains to 286,000 pounds (i.e. requiring fewer rail cars to handle the same traffic).
Figure ES-1: Goderich Truck Travel Time Competitivness Map

Source: CPCS Analysis of road travel time data as provided by google maps.
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Potential Market Opportunities
Further to a broad review of existing and potential traffic flows and the Goderich Harbour’s
competitive position with respect to related markets, four markets were identified as the most
likely new traffic opportunities for the Port of Goderich:
Agricultural Products
Goderich is competitive for major trade routes from Thunder Bay to Ontario as well as from
Ontario to the port of Toledo in Ohio. A large amount of Ontario’s agricultural production occurs
within Goderich’s local catchment area in Southern Ontario. While Hamilton has a competitive
advantage for exports to Europe, Goderich can still be competitive to serve exports to Europe
provided its land transport advantage compensates for the marine transport disadvantage.
To adequately serve this market, elevators, and associated rail truck loading/unloading
facilities, conveyors and other equipment and facilities would be required (e.g. weighing and
cleaning facilities). The approved 4 acre expansion could likely accommodate storage capacity
in the range of 40,000 to 45,000 tonnes (by comparison, Goderich Elevators Limited have a
storage capacity of 105,000 tonnes). From a strategic standpoint, it would be advantageous to
find an agricultural traders to develop and operate the facility over a predefined long term
period. This would create the necessary incentives for the trader to move traffic through the
facility and reduce the risk profile of such a development for the Port of Goderich. Recently,
Parrish & Heimbecker as well as Richardson International improved their respective grain
handling capacity in Hamilton and in October 2015, G3 Canada Limited announced that it would
build a new grain terminal at that port. In this context, a stakeholder consulted mentioned there
might be overcapacity at terminal grain elevators in Ontario in the short term, though this does
not rule out development potential at the Port of Goderich in the medium and longer term.
Agricultural Inputs
Goderich is competitively located to many crop input retailers in Southern Ontario. For
fertilizers exported to Ontario from Thunder Bay, Goderich has a strong competitive advantage
over other ports in terms of marine transport costs. The ability to capture fertilizers moving
from Thunder Bay or other U.S. ports to Southern Ontario is a key competitive advantage for
Goderich as compared to other ports in Southwestern Ontario. Still, the majority of fertilizers
imported by vessel to Ontario arrive from Russia or Europe, for which Hamilton has a
competitive advantage as compared to Goderich in terms of marine transport costs and
logistics. Still, some stakeholders consulted view that Goderich may still be competitive to serve
local retailers located close to Goderich for this traffic as well.
The facilities and equipment required to handle agricultural inputs depends on the nature of
the product in question. In most cases, (e.g. nitrogen fertilizers, potash), covered storage is
required (e.g. domes) to protect product from moisture, though required conveyor systems
could differ by product. Generally speaking, the 4 acre expansion project in Goderich could
accommodate four to five storage domes1 for fertilizers. These domes would be fed through a
conveyor system which would itself be supplied by ship unloading cranes. At approximately

1

Each dome has an approximate footprint of 0.5 acre.
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10 000 tonnes of storage capacity per dome, the planned expansion area could reasonably be
able to accommodate the storage of about 40,000-50,000 tonnes. A facility of this capacity
would be relatively small, but not out of line with the capacity of facilities in some competing
ports (the Agrico Canada terminal at the Port of Hamilton has a dry storage capacity of
55 000 tonnes divided into 5 domes – see figure below). In Oshawa, Agrico operates a smaller
facility on a 1.5 acre site.
Figure ES-2: Hamilton Fertilizer Terminals

Source: Agrico Canada

As for agricultural products, it would be preferable to develop facilities to handle agricultural
inputs with a partner that handles this traffic already than developing this facility on spec (i.e.
without a partner).
Project Cargo
Goderich is competitively positioned to serve as a port for project cargo and large components
for local manufacturers and quarries for industrial equipment, nearby future wind turbine
projects, and potentially for the Bruce Port rehabilitation. Shippers of oversized components
tend to try to transport components by water to the nearest possible port to avoid land
transport logistics, given the often oversize/overweight characteristics of project cargo and
associated land transportation constraints.
The four major attributes of a project cargo terminal are the size of the laydown area, bearing
capacity, lifting capacity and surface transportation connections. Usually, most project cargo
terminals cover an area of over 10 acres, which would mean that a laydown facility at Goderich
on the expanded site would be small. Surface transportation connections in Goderich are
considered to be good, however, some limitations may exist on the Bluewater Highway to clear
the Goderich Auburn Rail Trail Bridge with dimensional cargoes. The lower capacity of the GEXR
rail line could also be a disadvantage for overweight project cargo.
Project cargo traffic is, by its nature, erratic as its tied to the start and completion of projects,
rather than long term supply chain operations (as in the case of agricultural products and inputs
for example). Though laydown area for project cargo does offer flexibility to attract new traffic,
this market is highly risky. It would be unlikely that the GPMC would find a natural partner
willing to take on long term traffic risk associated with a project cargo facility.
Aggregates
Unlike Windsor and Sarnia to the south, the areas around the Port of Goderich are rich in
aggregates. The port is therefore unlikely to be used to import aggregates that are available
locally. Still, the port may be strategically positioned to import certain types of aggregates less
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available locally if the use is for a very nearby project area. In terms of fixed infrastructure,
laydown area is largely all that is required to handle aggregate.
Decisions Required: Can’t Serve all Markets
Given the nature of the facilities and equipment required to handle agricultural products,
agricultural inputs, project cargo or aggregate, a four acre expansion at the Port of Goderich
likely renders each of these potential opportunities mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, the GPMC
can certainly take steps to market each development opportunity concurrently with the aim of
identifying a single best option to pursue, ideally with a development partner that would be
motivated to move traffic through the facility in the future. In our view, the most attractive and
least risky of the potential market opportunities for the Port of Goderich are agricultural
products or inputs.
Recommendations
It would be risky to develop a market-specific facility on the four acre expansion at the Port of
Goderich without a firm traffic commitment to use the facility and we recommend against this
approach. We would instead recommend marketing the development opportunity to potential
users of the site – particularly agricultural products traders and shippers of agricultural inputs
– with the aim of identifying a partner that could commit to using the facility over a long term
and shoulder part of the development costs and associated risk.
Initial marketing efforts should focus on companies already operating in these sectors with a
direct regional interest within the competitive catchment area identified in figure ES-1. The
Town of Goderich and GPMC should be open to negotiating a discount on current port charges
with potential partners as part of the site promotion efforts, if deemed necessary to secure
investment.
The site development marketing process could include further and direct outreach to
companies that could potentially benefit from locating part of their operations in Goderich,
followed by a public and competitive tender process if warranted (which if anything, has the
benefit of raising the profile of the opportunity and creating competitive tensions in the market
whereby regional players may wish to compete if only because their competitors may respond
to the opportunity).
As and when a partner is identified and related development plans are confirmed for the four
acre expansion site, a similar process could be undertaken with respect to further Port of
Goderich expansion opportunities (the identified partner for the four acre site could be given
right of first refusal, as a point of departure, which in and of itself can be deemed an incentive
to invest in Goderich).
The long term economic development potential of the four acre expansion at the Port of
Goderich will only occur if it leads to a sustained increase in traffic at the site. Locking down a
partner that will use the facility is a starting point to do this and it could (and ideally will) lead
to spin off economic activity for the region.
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Action Plan
An appropriate mechanism should be in place to market the site and associated opportunity.
We would recommend that the Town of Goderich’s Economic Development Manager oversea
the promotion of the site, in close collaboration with GPMC’s President, but that the actual
marketing and promotion activity be led by an independent third party individual with close ties
to the agricultural products and inputs industries. We would further suggest that this third party
be remunerated in part through a success fee – contingent on a binding development and
operating agreement with the partner that will develop and operate the four acre site. (This
approach both creates an incentive for the third party, and limits the financial risk of nonperformance for the Town of Goderich and GPMC). The Town of Goderich would need to set
aside and approve an appropriate budget for the third party’s base fee (we expect this could be
in the order of $20,000-$30,000. The success fee portion would be over and above this and
could be set as a small percentage of the value paid by the partner to the Town of Goderich to
operate on the four acre site in question.
Concretely, we recommend the following action plan, for approval by Council:


Town of Goderich and GPMC to formalize governance structure to oversee site
promotion efforts, and set aside a $30,000 budget to retain a third party and associated
costs to help market the opportunity.



Run a competitive process to identify and retain the noted third party and confirm site
marketing plan.



Town of Goderich and GPMC to oversee and support third party promotion efforts
(which may include, among other things, requests for information, site visit(s),
facilitated meetings, etc.)



As and when a partner is identified (by direct negotiation or competitive process),
develop draft site development and operating agreements and negotiate related terms.

We expect that he above action plan could run six months to one year in duration, though
artificial fixed deadlines should not be imposed on the process if progress is being made.
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Background
A four acre expansion to the wharf facilities at the Goderich Harbour has been approved and
there is potential for further expansion. The Goderich Port Management Corporation (GPMC)
retained CPCS to identify and assess potential new market opportunities for these expanded
facilities, with the ultimate aim of enabling regional economic development and diversification
of the Goderich Harbour’s existing traffic base.

Objectives
The objective of this study is to “… perform a strategic, predictive analysis of the market looking
at, international, national, regional, provincial, and local conditions for industry needs and
projections”. Through this analysis the Port aims to identify new business opportunities,
associated potential traffic levels, and strategies to capture this business.

Project Structure
The project is being developed in 4 steps, as set out in Figure 1-1. The present report is the
output of Step 4.
Figure 1-1: Phased Approach to the Study
Project Inception

Step 1: Expected Traffic
Developments

Step 2: Competitive
Analysis

Step 4: Recommendations

Working Paper 2 :
Competitive Analysis

Working Paper 3 :
Development Requirements

Client Review

Step 3: Development
Requirements

Working Paper 1 :
Growth Opportunities

Draft Final Report

Legend:
Step

Final Report

Deliverable
Review
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Purpose of this Final Report
This Final Report addresses:


potential growth opportunities and markets for port traffic;



the competitive position of the port of Goderich with respect to its attractiveness for
key commodities;



the facilities and equipment that would be required to capture/secure trades at the Port
of Goderich, and;



actions that the GPMC should undertake to realize development opportunities.

Methodology
This report was developed through a combination of publicly available data, CPCS analysis and
consultations. Source references are provided herein, as appropriate.

Limitations
Some of the findings in this report are based on the analysis of third party data. In some cases,
the latest data available is a few years old. While CPCS makes efforts to validate data, CPCS
cannot warrant the accuracy of third party data.

Organization of this Report
The remainder of this Final Report is organized as follows:


Chapter 2: Regional Commodity Flows and Potential Development Sectors



Chapter 3: Analysis of Growth Opportunities



Chapter 4: Conclusions and Recommendations
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Commodity Flows
This chapter presents major regional commodity flows transported by vessel, rail, and truck
with the aim of identifying the types of commodities that might have the highest potential of
generating additional traffic at the Port of Goderich.

Existing Port of Goderich Traffic
The Port of Goderich is currently dominated by two main customers: Sifto Canada which
comprises the majority of port traffic flows, and Goderich Elevators, which moved
approximately 400,000 tonnes of grains through the port in 2015.
Figure 2-1: Historical Traffic Flows at the Port of Goderich
7,000,000
6,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
GODERICH ELEVATORS 1

GODERICH ELEVATORS 2

GODERICH ELEVATORS Dome

SIFTO CANADA

LAVIS CONTRACTING

DA-LEE DUST CONTROL

Source: Goderich Port Management Corporation

Historical Ontario Marine Transport Flows
Overall, the top commodities (by weight) shipped by vessel in Ontario include natural resources
such as minerals, ores, raw metals and aggregates as well as agriculture and food products and
aggregate products. Figure 2-2 below breaks down the top products transported by vessel in
Ontario, using the latest data available from Statistics Canada. Many of these products are large,
bulky products that are transported longer distances or relatively low in value per tonne. Such
products are best suited for marine transport which is generally the cheapest form of
transportation for products over longer distance and is well suited for the transport of bulky
products.
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Figure 2-2: Top Commodites Shipped by Vessel in Ontario (2011)

Source: CPCS analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Transportation Database

Many of the top commodities moved by vessel at the provincial level are also some of the top
products moved by the port of Goderich (minerals, salt, and agriculture products). One of the
exceptions is soybeans, being one of the top commodities moved at Goderich and relatively less
large of a flow at the provincial level. Soybeans moved through Goderich in 2011 represented
almost 40% of all soybeans transported by vessel in Ontario.

Regional Rail Flows
The majority of commodities transported by rail in Ontario either originate or are destined
outside the province (only a small fraction of commodities are shipped by rail within the
province). This is likely due to the fact that rail is often used to transport commodities longer
distances. Mixed loads, wheat, metals, and petroleum products are some of the largest
commodities that are transported by rail in Ontario.
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Figure 2-3: Top Commodities Shipped by Rail in Ontario in 2013 (millions of tonnes)

Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Cansim Table 404-0021, Rail Transportation, Origin and Destination of Commodities

Some of the top commodities listed, such as wheat or petroleum products, may not generate
high loads in the area served by the Port of Goderich and therefore may not be ideal
commodities for traffic flows for the port. Other commodities such as metal waste and scrap,
fertilizers, and cereals are more likely to be generated within the area served by the Port of
Goderich.
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Regional Trucked Flows
Unlike commodities shipped by rail, the largest portion of commodities moving by truck in
Ontario move within the province (not into or out of the province). This is likely due to the fact
that truck transport is normally used to transport commodities shorter distances than rail or
vessel transport. Trucks are often used to transport aggregates short distances within the
province (from a local quarry to site). They are also used to move metals, waste and scrap, and
other produced products shorter distances.
Figure 2-4: Top Commodities Shipped by Truck in Ontario (2013, millions of tonnes)

Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Truck Commodity Origin Destination Survey

Historical Marine Trade Flows
This section provides an overview of major marine trade flows of the Great Lakes region.
Canadian domestic and international flow data is sourced from Statistics Canada.
Unfortunately, the production of port traffic data from Statistics Canada was discontinued in
2013, with the latest reference year available being 2011. In the case of US Great Lakes (USGL),
data including transborder flows with Canadian ports was sourced from the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) data. The latest year for which port trade data is available is 2014. Domestic
USGL flows have been excluded from this analysis because they are not likely to become
potential candidates for Goderich.
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Ontario – Québec
After declining sharply in 2009, domestic shipments between Ontario and Québec had
practically returned to “pre-crisis” levels in 2011. The decline witnessed in 2009 was essentially
explained by iron ore flows from Québec’s North Shore region to steelmakers of Ontario.
However, there was also a significant decline of fuel and chemical products shipped from
Québec and Montréal to various industrial sites on the Great Lakes. In 2011, minerals and
concentrates flows from Québec to the Great Lakes were still 22% lower (840,300 tonnes) than
in 2007. In the case of fuels and chemicals, 2011 shipments to the Great Lakes were still less
than half of what they were in 2008 (1 million tonnes).
Figure 2-5: Total Flows Between Ontario and Québec*
14,000,000

Unloaded
Loaded

12,000,000

Total

10,000,000
8,000,000
6,000,000
4,000,000
2,000,000
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Source: CPCS from Statistics Canada data. * Loaded/Unloaded = Loaded/Unloaded in Ontario

Cargoes shipped from Ontario to Québec however remained firm and even increased by 18%
(1.16 million tonnes) from 2007 to 2011. This is explained by shipments of grain from Thunder
Bay to Saint Lawrence ports, and to a lesser extent from Hamilton. Shipments of grain (including
soybeans and other pulses) from Goderich to Québec have been extremely variable from year
to year and averaged about 114,200 tonnes during the last five years for which data is available.
This notably included a low of 24,000 tonnes in 2007 which was followed by a high of
190,000 tonnes in 2008. There was also a significant increase in fuel and chemicals loaded in
Sarnia and Nanticoke and destined to Montreal. All other flows remained relatively stable and
consisted mostly in salt and aggregates.
Most flows moving by the marine mode between Ontario and Québec are typically bulk cargoes
which are not good candidates for transshipment. As such, these products usually transit in the
ports which are the closest to their origins/destinations. In the case of grain, the fact that
tonnages shipped from Goderich to Québec are almost consistently higher that what is shipped
from other Great Lakes ports to Goderich appears to indicate that grain and pulses harvested
in Wellington and Bruce counties are partially shipped to Saint Lawrence ports through
Goderich. In that sense, the potential to increase pulse/oilseed trades out of Goderich would
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depend on the ability of regional agri-food organisations to market their products
internationally.
Ontario - Ontario
Tonnages loaded in Ontario and destined to Ontario remained relatively stable between 2007
and 2011 (Figure 2-6). About 57% of theses volumes are composed of minerals (including
aggregates and salt) shipped notably from Colborne, Meldrum Bay, Goderich and Windsor to
destinations across the Great Lakes.
Figure 2-6: Total Flows from Ontario to Ontario
6,000,000
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
Agriculture and food
products

Fuel and base chemiclas

Minerals and concentrates

Miscellaneous products

Source: CPCS from Statistics Canada data. * Loaded/Unloaded = Loaded/Unloaded in Ontario

Fuel and chemicals accounted for 15% of total marine trades originating and destined in
Ontario. These flows were mostly composed of refined products shipped from refineries
(Sarina, Nanticoke) and bulk tank farms to various industrial and distribution facilities. In 2011,
the sharp increase is explained by shipments from Hamilton. Other flows include cement (from
Picton and Bath – included in “Miscellaneous products” in the figure above), coal (Hamilton and
Sault St. Marie) and grain shipped from Thunder Bay. Grain flows from Thunder Bay remained
steady between 2007 and 2011 and reached over 1 million tonnes in 2011. The major
destinations of these domestic flows were Windsor, Midland, Owen Sound, Hamilton and Port
Colborne.
Over the past years, some Great Lakes ports where grain is usually handled have been impacted
by low water levels which impact the amount of products which can be loaded onboard ships.
This can have an impact on regional grain growers to ship their harvest regionally or
internationally. Problems emanating from environmental and cost issues related to dredging
may well push regional grain marketers to find long term logistical solutions for their shipment
requirements.
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Ontario – US Great Lakes
Between 2009 and 2014, shipments between Ontario and USGL ports decreased by nearly
2.4 million tonnes (9%). This is notably explained by significant reductions in coal shipments
from the US (-35% or 2 million tonnes) and to a lesser degree, fuel and chemicals (-82% or
446,000 tonnes). Mineral (aggregates, salt and cement) shipments from Ontario to the US
which had reduced by 2.2 million tonnes from 2009 to 2013 increased in 2014 to reach
9.4 million tonnes.
Figure 2-7: Total Flows Between Ontario and the USGL*
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Loaded
Total
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20,000,000
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5,000,000
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Source: CPCS from USACE data. * Loaded/Unloaded = Loaded/Unloaded in Ontario

A few flows have nevertheless remained stable or increased between 2009 and 2013. Grain
shipments from Ontario have increased by 46% and reached 556,300 tonnes in 2013. While
Thunder Bay, Goderich and Sarnia are the major ports of origin for these flows, there has been
a surge in the number of Ontario ports shipping small amounts (10,000 to 20,000 tonnes) of
agricultural products to USGL ports. In 2013 for example, the USACE reports that agricultural
products were imported to the US from 12 different ports of Ontario while this number was of
5 in 2010 and 2011. Unfortunately, volumes of grain exported to the USGL declined to
187,000 tonnes in 2014 with only four Ontario ports active in this trade.
Fertilizer shipments between Ontario and the USGL reached about 127,000 tonnes in 2013 and
were down to 93,200 tonnes in 2014. Most of these flows originated in Thunder Bay, as in
previous years.
Ontario – Overseas
With the exception of 2009, total marine flows between Ontario and overseas remained
relatively stable from 2007 to 2011. But this observation hides the fact that there were
significant changes in imports and exports. While imports grew by 20% (318,000 tonnes),
exports reduced by 15% (307,000 tonnes). The growth of imports can notably be explained by
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fuel and chemicals unloaded in ports such as Hamilton (nitrogen fertilizers) and Clarkson
(lubricants), as well as agricultural products shipped to Toronto and Windsor (sugar).
Figure 2-8: Total Flows Between Ontario and Overseas*
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Source: CPCS from Statistics Canada data. *Loaded/Unloaded = Loaded/Unloaded in Ontario

On the export side, the loss of volumes can be explained by reduced shipments of fuels (from
Sarnia), fertilizers (potash from Thunder Bay) and iron and steel products. Although grain
shipments had dropped by 48% from 2007 to 2009, they had returned to pre-crisis levels (about
1.4 million tonnes) by 2011.
Québec – USGL
Marine trade flows between Québec and the USGL have significantly changed between 2009
and 2014. Products imported from the USGL to ports of the Saint Lawrence have consistently
increased until 2013 and became more important than exports by 2011. This growth can
notably be explained by US iron ore shipments to Québec City which reached over 2.8 million
tonnes in 2013. However, 2014 results indicate that this specific flow was down to about
670,000. In the case of other products, volumes shipped from the USGL to Québec varied
significantly over the observed period. For example, chemicals which are notably imported from
Ludington (Lake Michigan) to various industrial locations in Québec have been shipped every
other year in amounts ranging from 75,000 tonnes to 6,000 tonnes.
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Figure 2-9: Total Flows Between Québec and the USGL*
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Source: CPCS from USACE data. *Loaded/Unloaded = Loaded/Unloaded in Québec

In the case of Québec exports to the USGL, they are dominated by ore and concentrates
destined to the steelmaking industry. The amounts shipped also vary significantly from year to
year but have been decreasing sharply since 2012 and were under 2 million tonnes in 2014.
Otherwise, other flows consist in iron and steel products as well as occasional shipments of
miscellaneous products such as fertilizers, fuels, chemicals and manufactured products.
USGL – Overseas
USGL port traffic to/from overseas has gone through a very important growth of 110% (2 million
tonnes) from 2009 to 2014. This is explained by 3 major flows. First, iron and steel imports from
overseas increased from 506,200 tonnes in 2009 to nearly 1.9 million tonnes in 2014. These
volumes were notably destined to Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee and Detroit. Second,
although they have been extremely variable, grain exports out of Duluth-Superior, Toledo and
Milwaukee grew by 86% during the period to reach 1.4 million tonnes in 2014.
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Figure 2-10: Total Flows Between the USGL and Overseas*
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Source: CPCS from USACE data. *Loaded/Unloaded = Loaded/Unloaded in the USGL

The third major variation in USGL tonnages shipped to/from overseas is the result of iron and
steel waste and scrap. On some years such as in 2013, up to 536,000 tonnes of these products
can be exported out of the USGL while on other years, these volumes are less than
100,000 tonnes or even nil as it was the case in 2014.

Top Identified Potential Sectors
Based off flows identified in the previous section as well as initial analysis of industry within the
region that can potentially be served by the port of Goderich, some top potential commodities
were identified as having potential for increased traffic through the port. Consultations were
also held with key stakeholders in order to solicit their feedback on key potential traffic
developments at the port. Key identified potential flows mentioned by stakeholders were
generally aligned with those identified through analysis and are discussed further below.
Specific components of project cargo flows are not identifiable through traffic data. The largest
single type of project cargo flow mentioned was wind turbine components, though other
specific flows such as boilers and specialty equipment for industrial processes were also
mentioned. The main commodities analyzed are:





Agricultural products
Agricultural inputs
Aggregates
Project cargo
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Agricultural Products
Canada is a large agricultural producer on the world stage, with a significant portion of crops
produced exported to external markets. Exported products are transported long distance and
therefore the majority of which move by vessel via port, with the exception of some exports to
the United States via rail and, to a lesser extent, truck. While production of products such as
wheat are primarily based in western Canada, Ontario produces large quantities of corn and
soybean products.
Figure 2-11: Crop Production in Ontario for 2015 (estimated)
Crops

Acres Harvested

Production ('000 bu)

Grain Corn

2,040,000.00

348,000

Soybeans

2,900,000.00

132,000

Winter Wheat

625,000.00

49,000

Oats

115,000.00

10,000

Spring Wheat

125,000.00

8,000

Barley

110,000.00

7,300

Mixed Grain

80,000.00

5,700

Fall Rye

45,000.00

1,830

Canola

35,000.00

1,500

Source: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs. http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/stats/crops/estimate_new.htm

Figure 2-12 below shows the spatial density of corn and soybean production in Canada. As can
be seen, southern Ontario in particular shows the largest production of corn and soybeans
nationwide. This large amount of production lends itself to export or transport over long
distance in order to find a market. Corn and soybean products are shipped through a
combination of vessel, rail and truck based on distance to be travelled and use of the product
(export, secondary processing, etc.). The Port of Goderich, located in this region where soybean
and corn production is centralized, may therefore be strategically placed to attract transport of
some of these commodities.
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Figure 2-12: Density of Corn and Soybean Farming in Canada

Source: CPCS Analysis of Agriculture Canada data on spatial density of corn and soybean production in Canada.
Where spatial density refers to the density of number of fields of crops during 2009 - 2014, taking into account both temporal and spatial frequency.
High Density: Crop is cultivated many times in this period and many fields of this crop are in close spatial proximity.
Low Density: Crop is not cultivated frequently in this period and minimal crops of this type are in close spatial proximity.
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Figure 2-13: Density of Corn Production in Southern Ontario

Source: CPCS Analysis of Agriculture Canada data on spatial density of corn and soybean production in Canada.
Where spatial density refers to the density of number of fields of crops during 2009 - 2014, taking into account both temporal and spatial frequency.
High Density: Crop is cultivated many times in this period and many fields of this crop are in close spatial proximity.
Low Density: Crop is not cultivated frequently in this period and minimal crops of this type are in close spatial proximity.

As can be seen, the Port of Goderich is strategically located near major concentrations of corn
production in Southern Ontario. A significant portion of which is grown closer to the Port of
Goderich than nearby ports such as Hamilton and Sarnia.
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Figure 2-14: Density of Soybean Production in Southern Ontario

Source: CPCS Analysis of Agriculture Canada data on spatial density of corn and soybean production in Canada.
Where spatial density refers to the density of number of fields of crops during 2009 - 2014, taking into account both temporal and spatial frequency.
High Density: Crop is cultivated many times in this period and many fields of this crop are in close spatial proximity.
Low Density: Crop is not cultivated frequently in this period and minimal crops of this type are in close spatial proximity.

While the densest levels of production of soybeans is located to the south of Goderich closer to
ports such as Windsor, there are still significant quantities of soybeans grown within
geographies served by the Port of Goderich. There is a past inquiry on record for soybean
cargoes to be transported through the port of Goderich of 500,000 tonnes annually indicating
that there has been interest in the past for increased utilization of the port if capacity were
available.

Agricultural Inputs
In addition to the export of agricultural commodities highlighted above, the Port of Goderich
may also provide a key position for the import of crop inputs to serve these same fields. The
major crop input that would be expected to be generated in an ongoing manner through the
Port of Goderich is fertilizer products. The town already has on record a past inquiry regarding
transport of 350,000 tonnes of fertilizer annually through the Port of Goderich in the past,
indicating interest has previously existed to use this port.
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Figure 2-15: Crop Input Locations Near the Port of Goderich

Source: Farm Credit Canada, Participating Crop Input Retailers. https://www.fcc-fac.ca/en/about-fcc/contact.html?contactUsType=CR#. Accessed
January 29, 2016

The above figure shows the crop input locations in the region surrounding Goderich. There are
31 crop input locations within 100km of Goderich. When expanded to a larger radius of 250 km,
there are a total of 84 crop input locations. Major dealers include Parish and Heimbecker
Limited (including one location right at the port of Goderich) and Cargill, with many other
dealers including cooperatives and locally owned companies.
In addition to crop inputs, there are also 32 farm equipment dealers located within 100 km of
the port and 70 dealers within a wider radius of 250km.
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Figure 2-16: Crop Equipment Dealers Near the Port of Goderich

Source: Farm Credit Canada, Participating Equipment Dealers. https://www.fcc-fac.ca/en/about-fcc/contact.html?contactUsType=CR#. Accessed
January 29, 2016

Crop inputs and equipment to support crop production represent large potential markets given
the number of locations located nearby to the Port of Goderich.

Project Cargo
Project cargo components can often be oversized and/or overweight for standard road
transportation limits. Transporting such products by road requires approvals, planning, and
sometimes logistics such as the temporary cutting of power lines. This makes marine transport
an ideal mode to transport such products.
Wind Turbines
The province of Ontario has a robust wind energy program and has seen lots of investment in
the sector due to favourable feed in tariffs. The below table summarizes the wind energy sector
in Ontario as at December 2015.
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Figure 2-17: Ontario Wind Energy Summary
Number of Installations
Number of Wind Turbines
Total Installed Capacity
Average Turbine Capacity

79
2,302
4,361 MW
1.89 MW

Source: Canadian Wind Energy Association

As at September 2015, there were contracts or commitments in place for an additional 2,480
MW of wind energy projects in Ontario. The Canadian Wind Energy Association has forecasted
that between 2006 and 2030, there will be $14 billion invested in the wind energy sector in
Ontario.
The Ontario open data Renewable Energy Projects database lists 14 approved wind energy
projects in the counties of Huron, Bruce and Wellington and an additional bioenergy project
as at August 25, 20152. The Port of Goderich may be competitive as a routing for project cargo
for projects located in this region.
Goderich has previously received an inquiry from a transportation company specializing in the
transportation of wind turbine components regarding using the Port of Goderich to import
components for a past wind project in the Region.
A full list of approved projects as per August 25, 2015 in Huron, Bruce and Wellington Counties
is included in the Appendix.
Wind Turbine Components
A typical wind tower has 3 blades, 1 nacelle, 1 hub, and 3
tower sections, among other key component parts. Sizes of
components can vary, but for large turbines are typically in
the order of3:


Tower sections:
 Bases are typically 14' diameter up to 160,000 lbs
 Mids taper 60' long 14' dia 125,000 lbs
 Tops 75' 60,000 lbs
 Blades range from 140'-165' long 14,000-18,000 lbs
 Hubs are 40,000 lbs or so

In addition, the foundations typically require as much as
250 to 650 cubic meters of cement and aggregate (an
estimated 250-700 truckloads). Likely this will be
transported by truck short distance where possible.

Source:
http://re.emsd.gov.hk/english/wind/large/large_to.html

2

Ontario Open Data, Renewable Energy Projects approved under the Renewable Energy Approval Process.
https://www.ontario.ca/data/renewable-energy-projects. Accessed January 18, 2016.
3
Sizes based on actual specifications of wind turbine parts contracted for carriage by truck
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Other Project Cargo/Industrial Components
Aside from wind project cargo, other projects and industrial components could potentially
generate traffic for the port. Some of these include major equipment and machinery for
industrial processes such as boilers, or major components for construction of projects and
facilities. Figure 2-18 below summarizes major manufacturers in Huron County and their
geographical locations.
Major manufacturers in the region include fabricated metal manufacturers and machinery
manufacturers, among others. Some of these may in the future wish to use the port for
importing project cargo or perhaps even other inputs in the future.

Figure 2-18: Huron County Manufacturers Assocation Member Locations

Source: Huron Manufacturing Association. http://www.huronmanufacturing.ca/directory/membermap.php. Accessed January 27, 2016.

Aggregates
Aggregates are low value, bulky products that are generally transported shorter distances due
to the high cost of transport and low value of the product. They can be used in road construction
as well as for other infrastructure construction projects. When possible, transporters look to
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transport aggregate products by the cheapest mode possible. While truck transport is most
suitable for local transport, vessel transport is used for larger distances when specific type of
aggregate product is needed and not locally available. Goderich has already received an inquiry
in the past for the use of the port for the transport of limestone aggregate of approximately
500,000 tonnes annually.
Depending on the type of aggregate needed, some aggregates may still need to be imported
when not available locally. Similarly, it may be possible for some local aggregate production to
be exported where supply and production are available. Huron County has already identified
sand and gravel as important resources in its Aggregates Strategy as a part of its official plan.
The map below highlights pits and quarries in Huron County according to Huron County’s
Planning and Development Division. Pits and Quarries are shown in green and railroads in
purple.
Figure 2-19: Pits and Quarries (Green) in Huron County

Source: Huron County Planning and Development, GIS (mapping). http://www.huroncounty.ca/plandev/gis.php. Accessed January 28, 2016
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Summary
Currently salt and agricultural products represent most of the products moving through the Port
of Goderich. Some potential key markets for traffic at expanded port facilities include:


Agricultural products such as soybeans and cereal grains
o Soybean and cereal production is active in the region around Goderich
o Goderich already has an inquiry on record regarding additional soybean
transport via the port



Inputs for agricultural production such as fertilizer and farm equipment
o There are currently 31 crop input locations and 32 farm equipment dealers
within 100km of Goderich
o Goderich already has a request on record regarding fertilizer transport via the
port



Aggregates such as limestone and other commodities
o Specific types of aggregates not locally available may be needed for construction
in the region
o Developments to locally export aggregates may be possible given the number of
active local pits and quarries
o Goderich already has an inquiry on record regarding limestone aggregate
transport via the port



Project cargo including wind turbine components as well as project cargo for industrial
processes
o There are 14 approved wind turbines in three local counties near the port and
an expected $14 billion in investment in the sector in Ontario between 2006 and
2030
o Other industrial manufacturers in the region, or new industrial developments,
may generate additional project cargo demand in the region
o Goderich has previously received an inquiry regarding the transport of wind
turbine components through the port



Generate new development industrial or production activity
o Another option not analyzed through traffic flows is the potential for the port to
attract a new industrial or production investment provided sufficient space is
available at the port for such an investment. Rail, port, and road connectivity
along with space could pose benefits for a potential development.
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Key Competing Ports
Port Traffic in Ontario
Ontarian ports handled approximately 60 million tonnes of commodities in 2011, the last year
for which detailed data is available from Statistics Canada. Hamilton and Thunder Bay were the
two largest ports by volume, while Goderich was the 6th largest port by volume of commodities
handled at 4.8 million tonnes4.
Figure 3-1: Overview of 2011 Ontario Port Traffic (millions of tonnes)
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Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Trade Database (2011 data)

Traffic Makeup of Nearby Ports
Some of the largest commodities handled by Ontarian ports include minerals, salts, fuels,
chemicals, metals and ores, food products and aggregates. The chart below highlights the
breakdown of the ports handling the top 9 commodities moved at Goderich and competing
ports in the region.

4

By 2015, Goderich’s traffic increased to almost 6.3 million tonnes according to updated figures from the Port of
Goderich.
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Figure 3-2: Breakdown of Top Commodities Moved at Competing Ports (2011)
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Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Trade Database (2011 data)

Minerals and other salt, the main commodity moved by the port of Goderich, is also moved in
significant volumes at Hamilton to the east and Windsor Ontario to the south. Agricultural and
food products, the other major commodity moved at the port of Goderich, are moved in
significant volumes at Hamilton, Windsor, Owen Sound, Toronto, and Sarnia.
In addition to the commodities highlighted above, Figure 3-3 below highlights some additional
major commodities transported via Goderich and competing/nearby ports in the region. In
2011, Goderich competed primarily with Hamilton and Sarnia for the transport of wheat
products and only Hamilton for the transport of soya beans. Petroleum products and chemicals
move in a large part through the port of Sarnia, a significant petroleum product refining hub in
Ontario. Corn and coal products moved predominantly through the Port of Hamilton.
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Figure 3-3: Additional Major Commodities Moved at Competing Ports (2011)
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Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Trade Database (2011 data)

Due to location and similarity of commodities moved, the Port of Goderich’s competitiveness is
assessed in relation to the Port of Hamilton, as well as Sarnia and Owen Sound5.

5

Another competing port in the space of salt shipments would be Windsor, Ontario, but this assignment focuses
on expanding commodity traffic at the port into additional flows aside from Salt where Goderich is already a
dominant player.
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Factors Influencing Competitiveness
Transportation Competitiveness Factors
For shippers and carriers transit time, cost,
logistics, and risk/information are key locational
decision factors. For a shipper, the decision to
locate in a particular region or use a particular
mode will be driven in part by how the location
improves its position in terms of transit time, cost,
and transport logistics, in serving markets. For
many shippers, especially those of large bulk
commodities, transportation cost is the single
largest cost of business, in many cases greater than
land, labour, or energy.

Figure 3-4: Supply Chain Decision Factors

Transit
time

Risk /
Information

To the extent that locating in a particular area can
Cost
Logistics
allow a business the ability to ship faster, at lower
cost, and meet its logistical needs, the location will
be more desirable. The amount of perceived risk or Source: CPCS
the availability of information in order to make
such decisions will also impact such a decision. If a location is deemed too risky, or the shipper
does not have sufficient information about a particular location or port, the shipper will likely
not elect to use the services of that port.

Non-Transportation Competitiveness Factors
A host of non-transportation factors are also important in the locational decisions of shippers
and private sector businesses including:







Availability of Skilled Labour
Labour Cost
Land Cost and Availability
Business Taxes and Fees
Energy Costs
Availability of Appropriate Support Services and Clustering

Most of these factors would be of particular importance if Goderich were interested in
attracting a new industrial development at or near the port site.

Travel Times
From a shipper perspective, it is total travel time – from end to end – that is important. Often
the “first mile” or “last mile” in shipping can lead to delays as a mode is changed or higher
capacity transportation may not be available.
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Marine Travel Time
Marine travel time will be impacted for the most part by the geography of the origin or
destination of goods being shipped. Since Goderich is located on Lake Huron, the port is
geographically advantaged relative to the noted competing ports for products originating to the
west of the port and destined to most of Southern Ontario. For example, Goderich would be
competitive as compared to the Port of Hamilton for such moves (and avoiding Seaway canals).
Similarly, for goods originating in Southern Ontario and destined to the West, Goderich again
would have a geographic advantage for marine transportation as compared to Hamilton. In
sum, purely from a marine transport time perspective, Goderich is advantaged for trade to the
west of Southern Ontario while Hamilton is competitive with all trade east of Southern Ontario.
Land Travel Time
In terms of road travel time, both distance and road geography and speed impact the overall
competitiveness of Goderich as compared to other nearby ports.
The following map graphically displays the areas where Goderich, as well as the competing ports
of Hamilton, Sarnia and Owen Sound are competitive from a truck transport time point of view.
Each shaded area is the area in which truck travel is quickest to a particular port. For example,
all the area coloured in orange is where Goderich can be reached by truck in less travel time
than any other port. A shaded area that we have referred to as “battleground” territory
represents an area in which two or more ports are relatively close in terms of road travel times.
Figure 3-5: Goderich Land Travel Time Competitivness Map

Source: CPCS Analysis of road travel time data as provided by google maps.

Consultations with stakeholders have indicated that travel by truck is increasingly important in
the transport of goods in Southern Ontario. Products that move locally/regionally such as grains
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have switched to trucks as they have reported increases in rail costs to move products in recent
years. Road competitiveness, which is largely a factor of distance and highway geography, speed
and capacity, is deemed to be a critical factor for many industries considered.
In terms of land travel time, Goderich is served by the GEXR short line. This short line connects
to both class 1 railways and can facilitate the transport of large flows of goods in relatively short
periods of time.
Figure 3-6: Goderich-Exeter Railway Map

Source: CPCS analysis of GEXR rail network

Logistics
The below characteristics are ideal to attract potential shippers to a port:








Good connectivity with rail, water, and road infrastructure
Adequate site and space for multimodal operations
Adequate facilities to unload and load rail cars, barges and trucks
Sufficient space/storage capacity to accommodate liquid or dry cargo such as fertilizer, and
other cargo, on a flexible basis
Available land for modular expansion of operations over time, as opportunities arise
Adequate space for large project cargo components such as wind turbines
Preferably, there would be little development of buildings used for other purposes on the site.

Potential shippers have reported that limited space has prevented the use of the Port of
Goderich in the past, whether it be storage space to move commodities such as pipes or
sufficient space to move large project cargo such as wind turbines. In the past Goderich has lost
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out on potential traffic opportunities due to these constraints. For example, the port recently
received an inquiry to move almost 10,000 tonnes of pipes through the port to Wallaceburg
and Tupperville but was unable to accommodate the opportunity.

Network Connectivity
Road Connectivity
Figure 3-7: Road Logistics at Comparable Ports
Port
Goderich

Hamilton

Sarnia
Owen
Sound

Road Access
Goderich is served by the nearby highway 21 along the coast and highway 8 from the interior
of Ontario. The port is immediately served by the North Harbour Road. While some
improvements were originally considered for the road as a part of the EA process, no
improvements are presently being proposed with the initial expansion. Public vehicular
access is restricted on North Harbour Road due to safety concerns. Compared to Hamilton
and Sarnia, Goderich does not have the same access to high capacity highways, but also has
less congestion issues once outside of the immediate city area.
The Port of Hamilton benefits by being fed from the major high speed highways in the area
including highway 403, the nearby Queen Elizabeth Way, as well as the 401 and 407 which
feed into the 403. Major secondary highways include highway 6 and highway 8.
While Hamilton benefits from high speed, high capacity highways that the other competing
ports do not have, Hamilton is more prone to dealing with congestion issues than competing
ports.
Sarnia benefits from being located on the 402 highway in Ontario and the I-94 and I-69 in
Michigan and the Blue Water Bridge.
Owen sound is served by nearby highways 26, 21 and 6, final access to the grain elevator is
through the central part of the town on 1st avenue.

Rail Connectivity
Goderich is served by the Goderich-Exeter Railway (GEXR) which interchanges with both class 1
railways. Primary commodities moved by the railway include chemicals, fertilizer, automotive,
grains, salt, and steel, among others. Most railcars are designed to hold the maximum amount
of a particular cargo given the maximum gross weight of cars allowed on the rail network. For
CN, for example, the maximum gross weight of cars on the mainline is 129.7 MT (286,000 lbs).
Goderich is served by the GEXR. In consultations, GEXR indicated that capacity limits on the line
between Goderich and Stratford were 236,000 pounds (107,501 kilograms), meaning that rail
cars loaded at or destined to Goderich would be constrained by this lower limit (by comparison
the Class 1 railroad standard is line capacity of 286,000 pounds (129,727 kilograms)).
While having the availability of rail access provides an advantage to the port of Goderich, it is
still at a competitive disadvantage to other ports that have access to class 1 railways whose
gross weight restrictions are higher than those currently provided by GEXR. This weight
restriction may or may not be an issue depending on type of commodity and rail car used to
move product.
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Marine Connectivity
Within the Great Lakes area, marine access to port terminals can vary although ship sizes are
basically limited to Seaway constraints (with the exception of a few US-flagged ships which
remain within the Great Lakes). Unless the ships used are “locked-in” the Great Lakes or that
they do not transit through locks, ports do not necessarily need to be able to service ships having
a draft over 8 metres, a length of 225 metres and/or a beam of 23.8 metres. A greater available
depth may however be practical in the event the port would be servicing internal Great Lakes
traffic that does not transit through locks.
Except Midland and Owen Sound for which available depth is limited to 6.8 – 7.3 metres
depending on water levels, most other competing ports in the area of Goderich have a
maximum depth of 8.2 metres. This includes Hamilton, Sarnia as well as Goderich.
Stevedoring
Stevedoring activities in Canadian ports are usually conducted by private operators, either for
their own account or as service providers to individual/multiple users. The competitiveness of
a given port regarding loading/unloading activities depends on the specific requirements each
type of cargo will have. The type of cargo will, for example, determine the type of storage
facilities as well as handling equipment and the area required. To the extent where investments
in storage facilities and handling equipment require firm contractual engagements by shippers,
and in the context where premium waterfront access for marine transportation is rare, available
space for stevedoring activities is one of the main competitiveness issues for ports.
The Port of Hamilton indicates that it possesses 260 hectares of industrial land as well as
brownfield areas dedicated to future development. According to the port 6, two areas of about
2 hectares are available at the port. Both of them do not have direct access to the waterfront.
Other available land parcels all have less than 0.4 hectares and none have direct access to
waterfront. Such constraints may, however, be mitigated through negotiations with the port
authority. It should also be noted that current stevedoring companies at the port are capable
of handling almost any kind of cargo and may well have capacity to add throughput. The Port
of Hamilton also owns handling equipment and storage facilities that can be rented for short or
long periods according to specific shipper requirements.
Sarnia Harbour was divested to the City of Sarnia in 2014. According to the city’s official plan 7:
“The berthing of ships for servicing and repair along the St. Clair River may be
permitted provided that such use does not prevent the provision of a public
walkway at or near the water’s edge and does not detract from surrounding
existing or proposed recreation or open space. To the extent possible,
permanent on-shore dock installations shall be minimized and shall be

6

http://www.hamiltonport.ca/RealEstate/InteractiveMap.aspx?l=en-us, accessed on 2016-03-03.
http://sarnia.ca/cmsfiles1/2014-12-08-10-37-Adopted_Sarnia_Official_Plan_-_Entire_Document.pdf, accessed
on 2016-03-03.
7
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located and designed to avoid view obstructions or other adverse impacts on
the waterfront area.”
Given the above, it is not expected that land is readily available for future port operations, or
even that the City of Sarnia has interest in expanding port activities in the existing Sarnia Harbour
area. The land north of Suncor facilities are however designated as “heavy industrial”. They are
accessible by rail, along the Saint Clair River and large areas appear to be vacant from industrial
activities. But the possibility to develop handling activities in this area cannot be overestimated
because the waterfront is designated as part of the “Natural Heritage System”. The city’s natural
heritage system is composed of natural areas, parks and open spaces that are to be “…protected
and improved to provide respite and recreation for Sarnia residents, and ecological and
hydrological functions for the City as a whole.”8
In Owen Sound, the “Waterfront development opportunities” strategy9 considers that
encouraging port and maritime industry development is a priority. The land use plan indicates
that the industrial area is limited to the existing Transport Canada port area. Other waterfront
space is designated as open space, residential, mixed use or hazards land. Actual development
of handling activities in Owen Sound could thus be limited to the grain elevator area.
Given this, following the addition of 4 acres of space at the Port of Goderich, Goderich will
improve its competitive position in terms of available space as compared to competing ports.
Still, Goderich currently has less covered storage space options available than at other ports.
New storage infrastructure such as covered storage would likely be required for additional
traffic.

Cost
Compared to Other Modes
Generally, the greater the volume of cargo that can be transported in one move, the lower
transportation cost per tonne kilometre, due to economies of scale (fixed costs spread over a
large volume). Accordingly, large ships or barges are generally a more cost effective per tonnekilometre (t-km) than rail, and rail is generally more cost effective per t-km than trucking.
Handling costs, and the cost of positioning barges and rail cars, make these modes less costeffective for shorter distances.
Compared to road or rail, marine is the cheapest mode of transport for long distance, bulky
items. Below shows the units of traffic to move cargo by road and rail as compared to an
assumed vessel size.

8

Ibid.
https://www.owensound.ca/sites/default/files//uploaded-sitefiles/08219L_FINALMarketingStrategyAPPROVED_12July2012.pdf, accessed on 2016-03-03.
9
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Figure 3-8: Units of Traffic Required to Move 1750
MT of Dry Cargo

Figure 3-9: Units of Traffic Required to Move 27500
Barrels of MT of Liquid Cargo

Source: TTI, Modal Comparison of Domestic Freight Transportation, March 2009

Figure 3-10: Illustrative Cost vs. Distance by Mode

Rail

Cost

Truck

Road

Rail
Marine

Marine

Distance
Source: Adapted from Research and Traffic Group, Potential Mode Shift in the GLSLS Resulting from ECA
Regulations

As a rule of thumb, shippers and logistics providers will favour moving product using the cheaper
mode of transport, given their transportation needs, for the longest possible distance. This is
particularly true for low value, and time insensitive product, such as fertilizer or aggregate.
Marine mode will have the advantage over truck and rail for commodities that are moving longer
distances and in large volumes. For example, while most aggregates currently move by truck,
specific aggregates such as limestone that are transported longer distances are often
transported by vessel.
Comparative Port Costs
In general, it can be said that harbour dues at the port of Goderich are lower than in competing
ports. However, it appears that cargo owners will be subject to higher wharfage dues. In some
cases such as for ore concentrates, wharfage in Goderich is 16 times higher than in Hamilton. In
the case of aggregates, wharfage fees in Goderich are 3.8 times higher than in Hamilton. It can
also be noted that the wharfage fee on general cargo which could be applied on project cargo is
significantly higher in Goderich.
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Figure 3-11: Comparative Port Costs
Type

Goderich

Hamilton

Sarnia

Owen
Sound

Thunder
Bay

0.027 $
0.055 $

0.0284$
0.0284$

2.39/1.94$
0.850 $
1.140 $
0.610 $
0.850 $
0.630 $
0.870 $
0.780 $
1.450 $
0.570 $

Milwaukee

Cleveland

0.225$

3.12/1.61$

1.00$

0.225$
0.0491$
0.0491$
0.0491$
0.123$
0.123$
0.0491
0.123$

0.7125$
0.7125$
0.7125$
0.7125$
0.438$
0.7125$
0.5$

1.00$
0.4375$
0.4375$
0.4375$
0.4375$
0.4375$
0.4375$
0.4375$

Toledo

Harbour dues (per GT)
Canadian ship
Other

0.122 $

0.140 $

-

Port fees included in handling
charges of stevedoring
companies

Per hour and length (m)
Per 12 hours (first) and GT
Per 12 hours (subsequent) and GT

3.5/2.76 $
0.710 $
0.960 $
0.510 $
0.710 $
0.530 $
0.730 $
0.650 $
1.410 $
0.480 $

0.032 $
0.083 $
0.053 $
0.083 $
Wharfage
1.263 $
.
.
0.149 $
0.616 $
0.340 $
0.127 $
0.265 $
0.085 $
0.127 $.
Berthage
0.063 $
0.032 $
0.021 $

Determined by commodity

General cargo (Tonne/m3)
Cement bulk (Tonne)
Cement in containers (Tonne)
Coal (Tonne)
Fertilizer (Tonne)
Grain (Tonne)
Ores, alun, barytes, etc. (Tonne)
Salt (Tonne)
Ore concentrates (Tonne)
Sand, stone, gravel (Tonne)

0.023 $
0.046 $

0.249$
0.0563$
0.0563$

Source: CPCS from GPMC, HPA and Transport Canada

It should be noted that port fees are often negotiable. Shippers having a very high throughput
or that can guarantee minimum tonnages over long periods may thus obtain lower fees than the
ones published. This is true in most US facilities as well as Canadian ports which have been
divested by Transport Canada or which have the Canadian Port Authority status. In some cases,
such as in Toledo, there are no port fees. The port administration covers its expenses through
the leases it has with stevedoring/terminal operators who will flow through this cost in handling
or storage costs to shippers. The same is true in ports applying port fees to ships and cargoes,
but the price for leasing terminals in those ports will most probably be less. In some cases such
as in Vancouver, harbour dues are determined according to ship air emission levels.
But marine access to a port can also have cost implications, notably through pilotage and Seaway
fees. For ships coming inbound to the Great Lakes, ship operators will be subject to mandatory
pilotage in many areas. Compared to Hamilton, calling at Goderich will notably include
supplementary legs through the Welland canal and the Saint Clair River. Such transits can
amount to $6,000 - $8,000 of supplementary (one way) costs depending on the ship. Compared
to Sarnia, this amount would be slightly less.
Compared to Hamilton, inbound ships calling at Goderich and Sarnia are also subject to
supplementary Seaway fees to transit through the Welland canal. The amount of these fees vary
by cargo type, amount carried and ship size. For example, a ship coming in the Great Lakes with
12,000 tonnes of general cargo could expect to pay over $15,000 in various Seaway tolls 10.

10

The cargo toll through Welland for general cargo is of $1.20 per tonne. It is rather $0.75 per tonne for bulk
materials.
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The table below compares the marine cost competitiveness of Goderich versus Hamilton for the
delivery of an assumed shipment of fertilizers for use in Ontario. For the purposes of this
analysis, it is assumed that fertilizers are being delivered by bulker carrying 15,000 tonnes of
fertilizer with gross tonnage of 20,600.11 As can be seen from the example below, Goderich
would be highly competitive to Hamilton for fertilizers delivered from Thunder Bay, while it is at
a cost disadvantage as compared to Hamilton for fertilizers originating from Europe. This analysis
excludes the distance-based component of transporting goods, and focuses only on Seaway and
Port costs. Such costs may reduce the percentage advantage/disadvantage for marine costs of
Goderich versus Hamilton, but does not reverse it.
Figure 3-12: Example Marine Cost Comparison of Goderich versus Hamilton for Fertilizer Imports
From Thunder Bay to :
Total Pilotage
Seaway tolls on ship
Seaway toll on cargo
Total Seaway Costs
Harbour dues
Berthage (48 hours)
Wharfage
Total Port Costs
Total

Goderich
$5,150
$0
$0
$0
$474
$1,171
$10,650
$12,295
$17,445

Hamilton
$17,130
$7,474
$11,259
$18,733
$659
$1,957
$9,240
$11,856
$47,719

From East (through Seaway) to:
Goderich
$33,800
$9,679
$27,755
$37,434
$948
$1,171
$10,650
$12,769
$84,003

Hamilton
$21,900
$2,186
$16,496
$18,682
$1,092
$1,957
$9,240
$12,289
$52,871

Source: CPCS Analysis

Comparative Land Tranpsort Costs
Land transport cost is based on large part on distance or time to travel to a destination. To this
extent, Goderich is generally competitive in approximately the same zones for which truck
travel time is fastest to its port versus any other port. The American Transport Research
Institute monitors marginal costs of operating a truck by distance and time. It estimated that
the marginal cost of operating a truck on average was approximately USD$67 per hour
(approximately C$87 per hour at present exchange rates). Based upon this assumed hourly
marginal cost, the table below summarizes the marginal cost to transport a truck to Goderich
versus nearby competing ports from a series of locations throughout Southern Ontario.

11

Additional assumptions: Length overall- 200, beam- 23, depth- 14.5, max draft- 10.5.
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Figure 3-13: Comparative Marginal Cost of Truck Transport for Goderich and Competing Ports to Select
Destinations (C$)

Destination/Origin
London
Waterloo
Minto
Walkerton
Tiverton
Saugeen Shores
Hanover
Lambton Shores
Parkhill
Orangeville
Keldon
Elora
Stratford

Goderich

Sarnia

Hamilton

$126
$132
$95
$85
$70
$92
$100
$76
$82
$171
$141
$143
$98

$108
$193

$135
$88
$147

Owen
Sound
$174
$97
$80
$86
$88
$73

$64
$76

$144

$111
$146
$100
$123

$131
$101
$138

Source: CPCS Analysis based upon google maps data and ATRI marginal hourly truck cost estimates

Risk
Risk is hard to define and calculate, not to mention compare risk between routes. For the
purpose of this analysis, risk is defined as being determined by the total surface transportation
distance between origin/destination and the port, and the number of carriers used. Risks tends
to increase with distance, time and the number of carriers involved or modal changes made. It
is also motivated by the fact that changing from one carrier to another implies logistical and
management risks, as well as risk of damage, increased dwell time, etc. For products currently
moving by truck or rail straight to destination, the use of the port of Goderich for a multimodal
shipment may reduce overall cost but could be viewed to increase risk. Such cost reduction
would need to be viewed as able to compensate for increased cost.
Overall, some shippers may view the risk of using a larger, and better established port with
many service providers available, as lower than using a port such as Goderich.
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Competitiveness for Top Commodities
Agricultural Products
While currently making up a relatively small share of total throughput at the port (compared to
salt), grain traffic remains an important part of port activities at Goderich. Since approximately
2002, grain traffic has generally trended upwards at the port.
Figure 3-14: Historical Grain Traffic (Goderich Elevators)
500,000
450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Source: Goderich Port Management Corporation

The following sections analyze Goderich’s competitive positioning to attract grain traffic in
southern Ontario. Travel Time, logistics and cost competitiveness of Goderich are analyzed
below.
Travel Time/Distance
Southern Ontario is one of the densest regions in Canada for the production of grains. While
the very densest regions are located close to the ports of Sarnia and Windsor, there is a
significant amount of soybean production that is located within Goderich’s catchment area for
which it has a competitive advantage in terms of land travel time. Goderich’s estimate truck
transport catchment area is outlined in red on the below spatial density map of soybean
production in Ontario.
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Figure 3-15: Goderich Travel Time Competitivness for Soybeans

Source: CPCS Analysis of Agriculture Canada data on spatial density of corn and soybean production in Canada.
Where spatial density refers to the density of number of fields of crops during 2009 - 2014, taking into account both temporal and spatial frequency.
High Density: Crop is cultivated many times in this period and many fields of this crop are in close spatial proximity.
Low Density: Crop is not cultivated frequently in this period and minimal crops of this type are in close spatial proximity.

Goderich is also located nearby to some of the densest area of corn production. While the
majority of corn is destined for local consumption as fodder or for processing, some corn is
exported by vessel. Goderich is competitively positioned compared to many ports for the
transport of a significant share of corn grown in Southern Ontario.
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Figure 3-16: Goderich Travel Time Competitivenss for Corn

Source: CPCS Analysis of Agriculture Canada data on spatial density of corn and soybean production in Canada.
Where spatial density refers to the density of number of fields of crops during 2009 - 2014, taking into account both temporal and spatial
frequency.
High Density: Crop is cultivated many times in this period and many fields of this crop are in close spatial proximity.
Low Density: Crop is not cultivated frequently in this period and minimal crops of this type are in close spatial proximity.

Finally, while wheat production in Southern Ontario isn’t as high or relatively dense as in
Western Canada, Goderich still offers the fastest travel times for significant quantities of wheat
that is produced in Southern Ontario as compared to other ports.
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Figure 3-17: Wheat Spatial Density in Southern Ontario

Source: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada data on spatial density of wheat production in Canada.

Logistics
Grain traffic at ports generally requires infrastructure support for the storage of grains arriving
at port until sufficient volumes have arrived to fill a vessel. Additional features, including
sorting, cleaning in addition to storage are viewed as desirable. Grains are handled by Goderich
Elevators grain terminal located at the Port of Goderich. The elevators can receive grain by
truck, rail and vessel (most grains are loaded for outbound shipments).
Goderich Elevators is owned by Parrish & Heimbecker who generates the majority of terminal
throughput. Some local grain stakeholders have indicated in consultation that they would view
a new grain terminal at the port that is not owned by an individual grain company as a strong
asset to attract grain traffic to the port. Stakeholders indicated that such an open terminal
either co-owned by many companies or cooperatives may facilitate a more open engagement
with different grain farmers and companies in the area.
The figure below outlines the grain terminals at ports in Southern Ontario. Currently, Goderich
has about 13% of all of Southern Ontario ports storage capacity, owned by one company. Some
stakeholders indicated that the presence of more than one company was viewed as desirable
to them when choosing ports to move grains. They indicated this increased the chances that at
least one terminal could move their grains and also that they may be able to bargain for better
prices overall.
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Figure 3-18: Grain Terminal Capacity in Ontario (Excluding Thunder Bay)
Station

Company

Capacity (t)

Percentage
Total*

Goderich

Goderich Elevators Limited

105,000

13%

Hamilton

Parrish & Heimbecker, Limited

49,500

6%

Hamilton

Richardson International Limited

44,300

6%

Hamilton

G3 Canada

50,000**

6%

Owen Sound

Parrish & Heimbecker, Limited

106,420

13%

Prescott

The Corporation of the Township of
Edwardsburgh/Cardinal

174,020

22%

Sarnia

Cargill Limited

151,000

19%

Windsor

ADM Agri-Industries Company

110,410

14%

790,650

100%

Total
Source: Canadian Grain Commission, G3 Canada
*Excluding Thunder Bay Terminals from total
**Under Construction

Conversely, some stakeholders indicated that in their view, there was already sufficient capacity
of grain terminals at ports in Southern Ontario given that the majority of grains are transported
by rail or truck for processing in Ontario or neighbouring states south of the border.
Cost
Some stakeholders view the existence of more than one terminal at port as attractive since they
feel the chances of their grains being accepted by at least one terminal, and on more favourable
terms, are higher when they have more than one terminal to negotiate with. The Port of
Hamilton currently has two major terminals at port with a third under construction. Increasing
ownership in terminals also increases incentives to use facilities. Getting another investor (or
investors) in a grain facility at the Port of Goderich may incentivize that strategic investor or
investors to use Goderich port and increase Goderich’s competitiveness with Hamilton for grain
traffic.
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Figure 3-19: Labour Force Population by Industry in Huron County
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
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Source: County of Huron Agriculture Fact Sheet- January 2015

In terms of labour costs for agricultural production, the area surrounding Goderich compares
favourably with most of the immediate area closer to Hamilton. Competitively, this may be
viewed as favourable for the expansion of business including processing business in the region
around Goderich as compared to Hamilton.
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Figure 3-20: Farm Business Wage Index

Source: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Census of Agriculture 2011, Census Mapper (accessed February 28, 2016).

Figure 3-21 below shows the breakdown of grain traded between Canada and nearby U.S. states
by mode of transport.
Figure 3-21: Modal Breakdown of Grain Traded Between Canada and nearby Northeast States in 2014 (000’tonnes)
2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0
Minnesota

New York
Multiple modes

Michigan
Rail

Truck

Vermont

Ohio

Water

Source: CPCS Analysis of Freight Analysis Framework Data
Note: Exports for all of Canada to the USA for select states
The Freight Analysis Framework recorded no grain imports to Canada from the USA by water.
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As can be seen above, Ohio is the only state where the predominant mode of transport for the
trade of grain between Canada and the US is marine. Minnesota is dominated almost exclusively
by rail. Due to its geography, it is likely these grains are mostly originating from Western Canada
and going directly by rail. In New York, Michigan and Vermont, most grains arrive by truck, likely
from nearby Canadian production. The two main ports exporting grain from Southern Ontario
are Goderich and Hamilton. Figure 3-22 below shows the top ports that Goderich and Hamilton
trade with in the grains trade, and breaks down that trade between Goderich and Hamilton.
Goderich dominates trades to western ports, in particular Toledo, Ohio, while Hamilton
dominates trades eastward to Europe where shipments transverse the Seaway.
Figure 3-22: Top Grain Traded Ports for Goderich and Hamilton by Water in 2011 (000’ tonnes)
120

Thousands of tonnes

100
80
60
40
20

0

Goderich

Hamilton

CPCS analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Trade Database (last year available is 2011)

While Goderich does tend to dominate trade to ports where it has a competitive marine
transport advantage to Hamilton, it also trades with ports where it may be deemed at a
competitive disadvantage, such as Aarhus, Denmark. In these cases, it is likely that Goderich’s
competitive advantage is the particular grade of grain grown in nearby areas, or the connections
between buyers in Aarhus and sellers using the port at Goderich.
Overall, despite some competitiveness disadvantages in terms of available infrastructure
required at a new expanded space, Goderich is very competitive in terms of grain trade (both
import and export) with destinations west of Southern Ontario, in particular major
origins/destinations such as Thunder Bay or Toledo. During stakeholder consultations, several
stakeholders indicated that they would be interested in transporting grains through an
expanded port facility at Goderich given this competitive advantage. Most indicated that they
would be interested in exports of some capacity through the port, while one stakeholder with
elevators in Manitoba and processors in Ontario indicated they would use Goderich to import
grains from Manitoba via Thunder Bay. Key issues identified by stakeholders would be the need
for investment of additional infrastructure at the port to support such traffic.
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Some particular comments regarding the three principal grains of Soybean, corn, and wheat
flows are discussed in each of the following sections.
Soybeans
There is a past inquiry on record for soybean cargoes to be transported through the port of
Goderich of 500,000 tonnes annually indicating that there has been interest in the past for
increased utilization of the port if capacity were available.
Soybeans move primarily through Hamilton and Goderich in Southern Ontario. Goderich is
positioned competitively from a geographic point of view as to where soybeans are produced
as compared to Hamilton, but, depending on the destination of the soybeans produced it may
not be competitively positioned compared to Hamilton to serve end markets for vessels
destined to the Seaway. Still, Goderich has positioned itself as a strong player in the transport
of soybeans in Ontario and may be able to leverage this reputation as well as existing activities
at the port in order to attract additional soybean transport and investment at expanded space
when Goderich Elevators aren’t used to full capacity. Soybeans may be transported in bulk or
in container depending on quality, volume and destination.
According to the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Ontario will produce an estimated almost 9.5
million tonnes of soybeans in 2015. Goderich transported 400,000 tonnes of grain products at
Goderich Elevators in 2015, with a large portion of these being Soybeans. Goderich still has
plenty of potential to expand on its current traffic and soybeans may represent one of the top
areas where it has a competitive advantage with respect to other ports. Hamilton represents
the main current competition for Goderich in terms of soybean traffic.
Despite some challenges mentioned above, given its strategic location Goderich has a
competitive advantage compared to most ports in Southern Ontario, especially in the case
where soybeans were to be destined west of Ontario. Goderich should therefore view
soybeans as a top potential commodity for new traffic at the port.
Corn
In 2011, most corn transported by vessel in Ontario moved through the port of Hamilton.
Comparatively, Goderich moved a very small amount of corn.
Figure 3-23: Breakdown of Corn Shipped by Vessel in Ontario by Port (2011, thousands of tonnes)
Hamilton
Port Colborne

Goderich
0
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Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Trade Database (2011 data)
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Despite this, Goderich is competitively located closest to some of the largest areas of
production of corn in Ontario. In fact, apart from Port Colborne, no other Port in Ontario is
located as geographically competitively to corn production in the province.
Unlike soybeans, which are largely exported overseas, the top export destination for Ontario
corn is the United States, which received about 1.0 Mt in 2013, most of which goes to Michigan,
New York, Georgia, and Ohio (Figure 3-24). This volume is abnormally high; exports to the US
nearly doubled from 2012 to 2013.12 The export increase in 2013 is also reflected in most of the
states shown in Figure 3-24. Many of these exports were destined to ethanol plants in New York
and Michigan.13
Figure 3-24: Ontario Corn Exports to Top US States (HS 100590)
300
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Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Trade Database (2011 data)

Most ethanol plants are not located at ports or immediately accessible by vessel. If Goderich
were to attempt to attract any traffic to these plants currently moving by truck and rail, such
traffic would then have to be transloaded again at destinations to arrive by truck to the plant.
While some stakeholders have indicated that they could see Goderich providing a value
proposition, given its geographical location relative to corn production, it would need to find
water accessible destinations demanding such corn.
Wheat
Much of the wheat produced in Ontario is a soft wheat that is more suitable for use in cookies
and other processed products, as opposed to flour for breads. This wheat is more likely to be
transported for processing locally by truck or by rail. Still, some harder wheat for export is
produced in Southern Ontario. In 2011, Goderich was the largest handler of wheat compared
to all competing ports in the region.

12

In 2013, there was a drought in the United States that created an increase in US demand for corn.
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/03/19/corn-canada-idUSL1N0C81S420130319
13
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/03/19/corn-canada-idUSL1N0C81S420130319
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Figure 3-25: Wheat Shipments by Port (2011, thousands of tones)

Source: CPCS Analysis of Statistics Canada Marine Trade Database (2011 data)

Recent investments such as the construction of a new flour mill at Hamilton will drive up
competition for wheat traffic for Goderich. Despite this, Goderich has a competitive advantage
compared to all other ports aside from Hamilton under current conditions, and wheat should
be viewed as one of the top products for which Goderich may attract new traffic at the port.

Agricultural Inputs
Travel Time/Distance
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, Goderich is strategically located near much of the major
agricultural production in Ontario. Therefore, it is also strategically located to transport crop
inputs for this production. Currently, Goderich does not handle fertilizer at the port.
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Figure 3-26: Crop Input Locations Near the Port of Goderich

Source: Farm Credit Canada, Participating Crop Input Retailers. https://www.fcc-fac.ca/en/about-fcc/contact.html?contactUsType=CR#. Accessed
January 29, 2016

The above figure shows the crop input locations in the region surrounding Goderich. There are
31 crop input locations within 100km of Goderich. When expanded to a larger radius of 250 km,
there are a total of 84 crop input locations. Major dealers include Parish and Heimbecker
Limited (including one location right at the port of Goderich) and Cargill, with many other
dealers including cooperatives and locally owned companies. Suffice to say, there is demand
for crop input products from within Goderich’s catchment area. Many of these are located
closer to Goderich than any competing port.
While much fertilizer imported to Ontario comes from Russia and Europe via the Seaway,
Thunder Bay is also a significant origin of fertilizers, in particular potash. Thunder Bay handled
almost 275,000 tonnes of potash in 2015. Given varying availability of railcars and rail prices,
Thunder Bay may also be able to attract additional fertilizer traffic from Western Canada that
currently now moves by rail.
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Logistics
Goderich does not currently have
significant infrastructure to handle
liquid and solid fertilizers that may
come into port. Investments would
likely be required for storage of
fertilizers at port at a new expanded
facility. In terms of available
infrastructure, Goderich would have
to attract such investments at the
terminal in order to be competitive
with Hamilton, the main port
moving fertilizer in Ontario.

CPCS Ref: 15646

Figure 3-27: Agrico Fertilizer Terminal in Hamilton

Source: Agrico

Travel Time and Cost
Much of the fertilizer arriving in Hamilton is from Eastern European and Russian ports. For
fertilizer coming from Europe, a vessel would have to sail through the Welland Canal, unload in
Goderich, and then rail/truck fertilizer back towards the surrounding agricultural areas in
Southern Ontario. This routing represents one of the key competitiveness challenges for
Goderich as compared to Hamilton, the main handler of fertilizer products in Southern Ontario.
From domestic sources, potash from Saskatchewan also arrives from Thunder Bay. Though
some potash could potentially be offloaded in Goderich for local distribution, such traffic would
need to be attracted to the local crop input distributors. Because potash is a low-value bulk
commodity, it is ideally suited for marine transport. Section 3.2.6 of this report compares the
overall cost implication of shipping fertilizer to Ontario via Goderich or Hamilton from either
Thunder Bay or via the Seaway. Despite being at a cost disadvantage as compared to Hamilton,
at least one stakeholder indicated that they could view potential demand for the use of
Goderich as an alternate site for the import of fertilizer both from Thunder Bay and even from
Russia and Europe for serving local markets. This stakeholder indicated that since fertilizers tend
to have higher overall margins than grains, and therefore shippers could make up additional
small cost disadvantages between Goderich and Hamilton from these margins to serve local
markets around Goderich’s catchment area.
The town already has on record a past inquiry regarding transport of 350,000 tonnes of fertilizer
annually through the Port of Goderich in the past, indicating interest has previously existed to
use this port. Goderich is likely competitive compared to any other port for unloading of
potash from Thunder Bay and may also be viewed as desirable for products from Russia and
Europe to serve crop input retailers within Goderich’s local catchment area. Stakeholders
indicated that potash and urea were the main commodities they viewed as potentially moving
through Goderich. Given Goderich’s strong competitive positioning with respect to importing
fertilizer to Ontario, in particular any fertilizers originating in Western Canada
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Project Cargo
According to the Chamber of Marine Commerce, project cargo includes “any product that is of
a unique or awkward dimension, shape or weight and generally difficult to transport by other
means.” Generally, project cargo falls under two groups: machinery and equipment (which are
often destined for oil projects in Alberta) and windmill components arriving from Europe or
southern parts of North America.14
In order to establish competitiveness for project cargo, Goderich should consider establishing
and marketing oversize/overweight corridors or procedures to ease the shipment of such
project cargo components to major potential destinations (Bruce Power, wind turbine
installations, foundries, etc.)
Travel Time/Distance
Goderich may be competitively positioned to some generators of project cargo. Large potential
sources of project cargo demand for which Goderich is competitively located compared to other
ports are:


Bruce Power Refurbishment



Serving local manufacturers and other local industry for large components such as
boilers



Wind Turbine Components for local wind projects

The Bruce Power Plant does bring some project cargo in directly at site, but Goderich represents
the largest significant port that could potentially serve Bruce Power for components it cannot
receive locally at site.
There are a significant number of local manufacturers that may generate occasional project
cargo traffic for specific components for their business.

14

Chamber of Marine Commerce. Cargo. http://www.marinedelivers.com/cargo
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Figure 3-28: Members in Huron Country Manufacuring Association

Source: Huron County Manufacturing Association

The Ontario open data Renewable Energy Projects database lists 14 approved wind energy
projects in the counties of Huron, Bruce and Wellington and an additional bioenergy project
in as at August 25, 201515. The Port of Goderich is competitively located relative to other ports
to serve such projects.
Logistics
In general, the use of marine mode for the transport of project cargo is preferred to land modes.
The movement of large components via road, for example, requires intensive permitting and
arranging. Police escorts may be required for oversized loads, many routes may not be
permissible for overweight loads, and sometimes additional logistical challenges such as
temporarily cutting powerlines over streets can be necessary to move such components by
land. For these reasons, many shippers prefer to move oversized components by vessel as close
to final destination as possible and practical to avoid such logistical challenges.
The main challenge stakeholders consulted identified with the use of the Port of Goderich for
project cargo is the current lack of sufficient laydown space at the port. The expanded facility
at Goderich is anticipated to have 4 acres of cleared space that may allow for the unloading of
such large equipment. Nearby access to road and rail corridors that can transport such
components will be necessary.

15

Ontario Open Data, Renewable Energy Projects approved under the Renewable Energy Approval Process.
https://www.ontario.ca/data/renewable-energy-projects. Accessed January 18, 2016.
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Truck Permitting Requirements and Routing Implications
Oversize and overweight (OSOW) project cargo moves that are to move by truck must be
permitted, are constrained in their roadway choice, and may not have access to rail because of
dimensional limits.
In many cases, larger superload routings must be arranged for specific moves in line with
physical and permitting restrictions between a particular origin and destination. In some cases,
this requires that moves, particularly very large dimensional moves, use what would otherwise
appear to be less than direct routes to project sites.
Sarnia-Lambton economic council is pursuing the development of an oversized/overweight
corridor to facilitate the movement of project cargo through the local port. It is expected that
such a corridor, when fully established, would put Sarnia at a competitive advantage as
compared to Goderich for the logistics of movement of oversized/overweight components. In
order to competitively pursue project cargo traffic, the Port of Goderich may wish to pursue a
similar strategy.
Cost
The cost of transporting project cargo depends largely on the logistics of moving such cargo,
and distance. It also depends on the particularity of the product moved. As a general rule, the
more that a particular mode or route avoids logistical challenges, the cheaper for shippers.
Designing an oversized/overweight corridor, as is being contemplated in Sarnia, could decrease
costs of moving through Goderich. For the most part, provided that logistics of using Goderich
can be addressed, shippers will use Goderich on an opportunistic basis when project cargo
destinations are closer to Goderich than any other port.
The sections below discuss some particularities of shipping wind turbines, machinery and
industrial modules in particular.
Wind Turbines
As at September 2015, there were contracts or commitments in place for an additional 2,480
MW of wind energy projects in Ontario. The Canadian Wind Energy Association has forecasted
that between 2006 and 2030, there will be $14 billion invested in the wind energy sector in
Ontario.
Goderich has previously received an inquiry from a transportation company specializing in the
transportation of wind turbine components regarding using the Port of Goderich to import
components for a past wind project in the Region.
The largest wind turbine manufacturers are located in Europe (Denmark, Germany, and Spain)
and China.16 Some manufacturing does take place in Canada – there is a blade manufacturer in
16

A list of the top ten manufacturers in 2011 is available at:
http://www.rechargenews.com/wind/article1295534.ece
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Welland (REPower Systems)17 and a tower manufacturer in Thorold (TSP Canada Towers)18 –
but most of the components including the nacelle19 arrive from overseas.
Windmills are built from components that are shipped separately. The main components are
the nacelle that houses the engine, i.e. the generator and other electrical equipment, the tower
and the blades. Towers are generally 150 to 200 feet tall and are generally shipped in three
components that are bolted on top of each other during the on-site assembly.
Figure 3-29: Wind Turbine Components

Wind Turbine
Source
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wi
kipedia/commons/thumb/6/6c/
Wind_turbine_diagram.svg/200
0pxWind_turbine_diagram.svg.png

Wind Turbine Nacelle

Tower Component

Turbine Blade

Source
http://www.heavyliftpfi.com/images/items/May
%202014/Nacelle%20on%20Crane%20Rental%20
Corporation%20Goldhofers.jpg

Source
http://www.stockcargo.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/WindPower-Energy-3.jpg

Source
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikip
edia/commons/c/c3/Turbine_Blad
e_Convoy_Passing_through_Edenf
ield.jpg

As shown in Figure 3-30, new wind turbines are very large and require a significant amount of
laydown room. The models considered by the Niagara Region Wind Corporation are 124 metres
to 135 metres high to hub and have a 101-metre rotor diameter – each blade is up to 48.6
metres long.20 Furthermore, because of the large size of the components, manufacturers
typically wish to use the marine mode to deliver components as close to the project site as
possible, before relying on surface transportation. As a result, a transload facility in Goderich
would offer a strong value proposition for wind turbine components destined within its local
catchment area for which it is competitive, and other nearby regions provided corridors for the
transport of such products are established. Currently, there is insufficient room at the port for
the laydown of such equipment, but it is expected that the expanded facility will be able to
provide sufficient space.

17

http://www.stcatharinesstandard.ca/2013/04/30/wind-turbine-manufacturer-coming-to-welland
http://tsptowers.com/
19
The nacelle is the housing at the top of the tower that includes the turbine itself.
20
http://www.nrwc.ca/project/ ; Stantec. 2013. Niagara Region Wind Farm : Wind Turbine Specifications Report.
http://www.nrwc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/WTSR.pdf. From these sources, each turbine is made up of
several components, including: a reinforced concrete tower foundation; 21 concrete tower sections for the 124 m
hub height tower (or 24 concrete tower sections for the 135 m hub height tower); three steel tower sections; nacelle
(comprised of electrical generator and housing); three rotor blades; hub (the structure to where the blades attach);
power converter; step-up transformer; and electrical wiring and grounding.
18
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Figure 3-30: Typical Wind Turbine Sizes

Source: National Renewal Energy Laboratory. 2014. Analysis of Transportation and Logistics Challenges Affecting the Deployment of Larger Wind
Turbines: Summary of Results. http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/01/f7/analysis_of_transportation_and_logistics_challenges.pdf

Machinery
Machinery includes heavy equipment that is used for mining, quarrying, road construction or
any other heavy construction activities. Examples of such equipment include, material handlers,
loaders, graders, excavators, shovels, dredging equipment, conveyor system, off-road heavy
trucks, etc.
Figure 3-31: Heavy Mining Machinery

Mining Trucks built in Illinois
Source: https://mining.cat.com/products/surface-mining/mining-trucks

Draglines built in Wisconsin
Source: https://mining.cat.com/products/surface-mining/draglines

The three major heavy machinery manufacturers in North America are Caterpillar, John Deere
and Joy Global. A number of their manufacturing plants are located in the Greater Milwaukee
Area and throughout Wisconsin and Illinois, placing them in convenient proximity to the Port of
Goderich for local import by vessel. Still, it is expected that for the most part such equipment
would be transported by land modes to local retailers/customers.
Industrial Modules and Equipment
Modules are key pieces of pre-fabricated, pre-assembled and tested equipment supplied by
specialized companies. There is a growing trend to build and ship modules and assemble these
at the project site, rather than shipping individual component materials and building these at a
project site. This is most notably the case in the oil and gas sectors. Pre-fabrication overseas
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and shipping oversize, overweight modules is a cheaper option than to build modules on-site,
especially due to the lack of specialized labor market in Western Canada.
Depending on design specifications and dimensions, boilers may be shipped as single units or
as separate modules. Storage tanks for oil sands and LNG projects are shipped as separate
modules. International freight forwarder D.B. Schenker estimates that more than half of the
future project cargo relating to oil sands developments will be modules comprising process
vessels, oversized equipment components, and modularized frames containing pipes, conduits,
valves, fittings, etc.
Figure 3-32: Modules and Equipments for Oil and Gas Projects

Boilers

Tanks

Pipe Fabrication Module

Source: http://www.heavyliftspecialist.com/wpcontent/uploads/2009/06/NewWasteHeatBoiler
01.jpg

Source: http://www.meridianmfg.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/06/barrel_tanks_shipped.jpg

Source: http://www.ledcor.com/getmedia/542c5734-a715456e-9e54-30851ff8106e/fabshop_8_5.jpg.aspx

CPCS consultations with carriers and project proponents suggest that a significant share of
modules and equipment is sourced from manufacturers overseas, including China, Korea,
Japan, Singapore, India and Europe. The US is also an origin for such project cargo (e.g. LNG
tanks from Minnesota, boilers from Nebraska, oil sands modules from Texas).
While some boilers and other industrial components may be demanded at the Port of Goderich,
the Port is likely to respond to such demand opportunistically as it is available, as opposed to
being able to build a predictable and steady traffic for such components.

Aggregates
Aggregates are bulky, heavy, and low value products. As such, aggregates tend to move as small
distance as possible. Where possible, shippers move aggregates by truck from local pits to
destination. Vessel is generally only used in the case where an aggregate cannot be sourced
locally. South of London, aggregate sources are significantly less available, and sometimes ports
at the southern end of Ontario, including Windsor and Sarnia, are used to import aggregates
that aren’t available locally. By comparison, the area around Goderich is rich in aggregates.
Goderich even often exports aggregate by truck to nearby destinations.
Given this, it is unlikely that the port can compete with local aggregate production. The port
may be used in the case where aggregates cannot be sourced locally. The main case of this
identified by stakeholders is for limestone. Some other specialty inquiries such as bauxite were
also identified. It should also be noted that the wharfage fees at Goderich for aggregates are
almost four times higher than at the port of Hamilton.
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Goderich has already received an inquiry in the past for the use of the port for the transport
of limestone aggregate of approximately 500,000 tonnes annually. While no stakeholders
have presently indicated that they would be interested in exporting local aggregate via the port,
this represents a potential opportunity as additional sources of aggregates in other jurisdictions
are depleted. Goderich should view the import of specialty aggregates, such as limestone, for
very local use in its catchment area, as a potential commodity to generate new traffic.
Goodrich’s competitive advantage for aggregates is likely limited for delivery of specialty
aggregates that cannot be sourced locally for use in areas in relatively close proximity to the
port. No stakeholders contacted yet indicated that they would view vessel as a mode for use of
export of aggregates produced in the region around Goderich.

Conclusions on Competitive Analysis
In summary, the competitive position for Goderich with respect to key elements and
commodities is as follows:
Agricultural Products
Goderich is competitive for major trade routes from Thunder Bay to Ontario as well as from
Ontario to the port of Toledo in Ohio. A large amount of Ontario’s agricultural production occurs
within Goderich’s local catchment area in Southern Ontario. While Hamilton has a marine
competitive advantage for exports to Europe, Goderich can still be competitive to serve exports
to Europe provided its land transport advantage makes up for marine transport disadvantage,
or if ownership were to be increased at Goderich to incentivize handlers to use that port.
Agricultural Inputs
Goderich is competitively located to many crop input retailers in Southern Ontario. For
fertilizers exported to Ontario from Thunder Bay, Goderich has a strong competitive advantage
over other ports in terms of marine transport costs. The ability to capture fertilizers moving
from Thunder Bay or other U.S. ports to Southern Ontario is a key competitive advantage for
Goderich as compared to other ports. Still, the majority of fertilizers imported by vessel to
Ontario arrive from Russia or Europe, for which Hamilton has a competitive advantage as
compared to Goderich in terms of marine transport costs and logistics. Still, some stakeholders
view that Goderich may still be competitive to serve local retailers located close to Goderich for
this traffic as well.
Project Cargo
Goderich is competitively positioned to serve as a port for project cargo and large components
for local manufacturers and quarries for industrial equipment, nearby future wind turbine
projects, and potentially for the Bruce Port rehabilitation. Shippers of oversized components
tend to try to transport components by water to the nearest possible port to avoid land
transport logistics.
Logistics are important for the import of project cargo, sufficient laydown room at port as well
as corridors to transport large components are needed. The Sarnia-Lambton economic council
is looking to develop an oversized/overweight corridor for the transport of large industrial
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components produced locally for export. The development of such a corridor would likely also
provide that port a competitive advantage for the movement of oversized components.
Aggregates
Unlike Windsor and Sarnia to the south, the areas around the Port of Goderich are rich in
aggregates. The port is therefore unlikely to be used to import aggregates that are available
locally. Still, the port may be strategically positioned to import certain types of aggregates less
available locally if the use is for a very nearby project area.

Facility and Equipment Requirements
Agricultural Products
When transiting in ports, agricultural products are stored in elevators and handled through
loaders/unloaders and conveyor systems. Depending on the direction of the flow (inbound,
outbound or both) of agricultural products, various facilities and equipment will be required. But
the main objective of grain handling operations and facilities is to preserve grain from any
damage or contamination.
For outbound flows, terminal requirements will begin with road and/or rail access to intake
facilities. As covered hopper railcars or trailers arrive at the terminal, agricultural products are
unloaded by gravity into underground or surface intake systems which are connected to
conveyors. In order to protect products from climatic conditions and/or contamination, intake
facilities should be covered. It will also be necessary to plan for weighing of products at delivery.
In a common user facility where agricultural products may have various origins or may not be
pre-screened, it would be preferable to pass the products through cleaning systems before
storing them. This can be done either by screening and/or magnetic metal removers. Agricultural
product handling at intake facilities can also generate meaningful amounts of dust which can be
problematic for some surrounding land uses, as well as posing safety issues for fire. In the case
of Goderich, the presence of a marina a few hundred metres from the proposed expansion site
as well as a residential area less than a kilometre to the northeast will most probably require
effective dust control systems.
Conveyor technologies used to route agricultural products to their storage depend on distance
to storage facilities and capacity requirements. En-masse chain conveyors or belt conveyors
systems facilitate the movement of large amounts of products from the intake facility to storage.
These can be supplemented by bucket elevators when agricultural products are fed into silos.
Storage facilities are designed according to capacity requirements and climate. For example,
high or low temperatures may require concrete silos which provide better temperature stability
without heavy ventilation requirements but are generally more capital intensive than their steel
counterparts. During summer, efficient ventilation systems will be required in order to avoid
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overheating of agricultural products in steel silos. Alternatively, flat storage can also be used
when many different types of products need to handled and imply various handling methods.21
Ship loading and unloading systems also vary in size, technology and capacity. For unloading
ships, mechanical systems can be stationary or mobile and essentially consist of an articulated
leg which is lowered in cargo holds to recuperated products through en-masse elevators.
Pneumatic unloaders basically vacuum products in holds and route them to conveyor systems
or nearby storage. Pneumatic unloader manufacturers indicate that this technology is generally
less capital intensive and cumbersome. Loading systems consist in covered conveyor
technologies of various capacity.
Given the various nature of agricultural products as well as the technologies used to handle and
store them, port terminals servicing these products are always custom-designed to meet specific
requirements that relate to throughput requirements, available space, climate and the type of
operations. In some specialised grain trades for example, containerisation capacity could even
be required. The exact nature of the operations and the anticipated throughput will obviously
impact space requirements. In Goderich for example, the existing grain terminal covers over
7 acres. The terminals in Montréal and Prescott have a similar footprint while the one in Sarnia
covers nearly 20 acres. In this context, the development of a new agricultural products terminal
in Goderich will most probably require most of the area planned for development. The following
figure presents storage capacity of selected Eastern Canadian grain terminals in relation to their
footprint.
Figure 3-33: Capacity and Area Covered by Selected Agricultural Products Terminals of Eastern Canada
Port
Thunder Bay
Sarnia
Goderich
Owen Sound
Hamilton
Prescott
Montréal
Windsor
Sorel
Trois-Rivières
Québec

Elevator
Cargill Limited (P&H pooling)
Richardson International Limited
Viterra Inc.
Cargill Limited
Goderich Elevators ltd.
Parrish & Heimbecker
Richardson International
Parrish & Heimbecker
Corp of Township of Edwardsburg/Cardinal
Vittera inc.
ADM Agri-Industries Company
Richardson International (Québec) Limited
Les Élévateurs des Trois-Rivières Ltée
Bunge of Canada Ltd.

Terminal Footprint
(acres*)
20
7
20
20
7
6
4
5
8
8
58
7
10
20

Storage
Cap./Tonne
176,020
210,030
362,650
151,000
140,020
106,420
44,300
49,500
154,020
262,000
110,410
146,460
109,000
224,030

Source: CPCS from Grains Canada, port authorities, media reports and GoogleEarth. *Approximate

The nature of the facilities required to add grain handling capacity in Goderich and the area
available for development tend to indicate that the storage capacity might not exceed 40,000 to
45,000 tonnes. Such an investment made by either an existing grain trader or a common grain

21

Redler, Bulk Grain Technologies, 11 pages.
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handling and storage operation/partnership would most probably occupy most of the area
planned for expansion.
While agricultural product facilities were often built and owned by port authorities, they now
tend to be owned and operated by large agricultural marketers and traders which often prefer
to have total control over their operations. Recently, Parrish & Heimbecker as well as Richardson
International improved their respective grain handling capacity in Hamilton and in October 2015,
G3 Canada Limited announced that it would build a new grain terminal at that port. In this
context, a stakeholder consulted mentioned there might be overcapacity at terminal grain
elevators in Ontario in the short term.

Agricultural Inputs
Agricultural inputs, or fertilizers, can be classified in many ways. For the purpose of this analysis,
two major types of fertilizers are considered. First, nitrogen fertilizers which are more precisely
composed of solid urea or ammonium nitrate, are imported to Ontario from various locations
but shipments by the marine mode mostly originate from Europe. Some nitrogen fertilizers may
also be shipped to Ontario by rail after being unloaded in Montréal (Contrecœur) or lower on
the Saint Lawrence22. The second type of fertilizer consists in potash which is abundant in
Canada and is generally shipped from Thunder Bay.
Nitrogen fertilizers are extremely soluble in water and attract moisture. Storage and handling
of these products will thus require the necessary precautions to protect them from humidity.
Covered storage is a must for any terminal aiming to handle nitrogen fertilizers. In Eastern
Canada, the two major import terminals for nitrogen fertilizers are located in Contrecœur and
Hamilton (Figure 3-34). The Contrecœur terminal is operated by Yara Canada and occupies
33 acres, for a total storage capacity of 160 000 tonnes divided into 25 domes of about 4045 metres of diameter. In Hamilton, the Agrico Canada terminal has a dry storage capacity of
55 000 tonnes divided into 5 domes of about 45 metres of diameter and covering a total area
of nearly 7 acres. The facility also has capacity to store 40,000 tonnes of liquid fertilizers. Other
smaller terminals exist elsewhere. In Oshawa for example, Agrico Canada operates one dome
of 45 metres of diameter on a terminal that occupies about 1.5 acre.

22

The port of Thunder Bay also ships urea which is produced in Western Canada. Statistics Canada data does not
provide sufficient detail to determine the amount of urea or potash that is shipped in domestic trades from Thunder
Bay. It is however presumed that most of fertilizers shipped from Thunder Bay are composed of potash.
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Figure 3-34: Contrecœur (above) and Hamilton (below) Fertilizer Terminals

Source: Yara Canada and Agrico Canada

Potash can be mildly corrosive and requires heavy-duty handling equipment and moisture will
also cause process issues. Given these considerations, potash will also need to be stored under
covered areas. In Saint John (New Brunswick), the potash terminal operated by Empire
Stevedoring consists of two sheds and occupies a total area of about 20 acres. In Vancouver,
Neptune Terminals operates two large sheds which have a total storage capacity of
210,000 tonnes of potash. The total area occupied by this terminal is also of about 20 acres.
As for grain, fertilizers require specialised conveyor systems. But products are generally handled
with stacker/reclaimers as well as with payloaders, grabs and buckets. When unloading, ships
can either use their own gear or shore side cranes. The materials are dropped in a hopper that
directs them to conveyors which carry them to storage domes/sheds.
Given the above, the 4 acre expansion project in Goderich could accommodate four to five
storage domes23 for fertilizers. These domes would be fed through a conveyor system which
would itself be supplied by ship unloading cranes. Provided fertilizers would be destined to the
regional agricultural sector, it is presumed that the products would be distributed by truck.
Truck loading equipment would thus be required.
At approximately 10 000 tonne of storage capacity per dome, the planned expansion area could
reasonably be able to accommodate the storage of about 40,000-50,000 tonnes. Total tonnages
handled would depend on the turnover ratio which is itself a function of regional demand. As
for agricultural products, this would exclude the use of the expansion area for any other cargo.
Smaller or less domes/sheds could however be imagined in conjunction with very limited grain
storage capacity.

23

Each dome has an approximate footprint of 0.5 acre.
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Project Cargo
Given the fact that project cargo can come in about any form and size, terminals servicing this
type of traffic are generally composed of open laydown areas which may be supplemented by
large sheds where dimensional cargo can be worked/assembled.
The four major attributes of a project cargo terminal are the size of the laydown area, bearing
capacity, lifting capacity and surface transportation connections. As illustrated by the following
figure, project cargo terminals can cover very different areas. For example, Houston which is
one of North America’s leading project cargo ports has an open laydown area of about 33 acres
whereas Thunder Bay’s Keefer terminal can provide 80 acres of space. Usually, most project
cargo terminals cover an area of over 10 acres.
Figure 3-35: Main Attributes of Selected Project Cargo Terminals
Port
Belledune
Houston
Milwaukee
Savannah
Thunder Bay
Toledo
Vancouver (BC)
Vancouver (WA)

Laydown area (acres)
59
33
14
10
80
14
47
250

Crane capacity (tonnes)
150
272
185
453
104
84
600
210

Bearing capacity (kPa)
53
48
38
na
64
na
na
48

Source: CPCS from service providers, port authorities and GoogleEarth

Crane capacity will determine to what extent large dimensional units can be handled in the port.
In some ports such as Vancouver (BC), very large floating cranes can allow to lift up to 600 tonnes
but in general, a capacity of about 100 tonnes appears to be a minimal capacity for ports aiming
to position themselves in the market. It should however be mentioned that many cranes are
mobile and higher capacity can be rented for specific handling needs. In fact, the development
of a project cargo terminal can necessitate many types of mobile equipment such as loaders,
forklifts, crawler cranes or reach stackers. Given that many private companies have this type of
equipment and aim to maximise their use by renting them out, it could be preferable for the
port to rely on these service providers. At least in the short to medium terms or until the level
of activity justifies that equipment be permanently positioned in Goderich. By then, service
providers may even be asking the port to have their equipment stationed at the terminal. In
terms of bearing capacity, the port of Houston allows up to 48 kPa. This could be considered as
a realistic benchmark to accommodate most potential clients.
Surface transportation connections in Goderich are considered to be good. However, some
limitations may exist on the Bluewater Highway to clear the Goderich Auburn Rail Trail Bridge
with dimensional cargoes. Given the fact that trucks constantly transit on this road, it should at
least have a clearance of over 14.5 metres. For rail, the 236,000 pounds (107 metric tonnes)
capacity limit on the line between Goderich and Stratford is certainly a disadvantage for
overweight cargoes that may need to be shipped.
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While an open area of 4 acres in Goderich would certainly be useful for some projects, it might
pose some space limitations if cargoes from more than one or two projects require throughput
capacity at the same time.
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4

Conclusions and
Recommendations
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Conclusion

The Port of Goderich is a geographically defined value
proposition. Opportunities to attract traffic and
developers to the site should leverage and sell this
value proposition.
The Port of Goderich has a marine transit time advantage relative to almost all other ports in
Southern Ontario for traffic originated or destined west of Southern Ontario. It is however
disadvantaged for traffic originated or destined east of Southern Ontario relative to ports on
Lake Ontario (notably the Port of Hamilton), given the additional distance, time and cost
associated with transiting the St. Clair River, Lake Erie and the Welland Canal (including
additional pilotage costs, and Seaway tolls, etc). Harbour dues at the Port of Goderich are
generally less than competing ports, while wharfage fees are generally higher. There may be
opportunities to review and reform the current fee structure, though this is outside the scope
of the present study.
The Port of Goderich has a competitive advantage for serving inland markets by truck in the
area highlighted in brown in the map below. It may also be able to compete for traffic to/from
the area marked by grey hatching (the competitive “battleground”). As feasible, there may be
opportunities to further improve the value proposition of the site and broader region more
generally by increasing the capacity of the GEXR rail line to 286,000 pounds.
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Figure 4-1: Goderich Truck Travel Time Competitivness Map

Source: CPCS Analysis of road travel time data as provided by google maps.

Focus Market Opportunities
Further to the review of existing and potential traffic flows and the Goderich Harbour’s
competitive position, as outlined in this report, we recommend focusing future marketing
efforts on the following two market opportunities:
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Agricultural products via major trade routes from Thunder Bay to Ontario, from
Ontario to the port of Toledo in Ohio as well as from the regional catchment area of the
Port of Goderich. From a strategic standpoint, it would be advantageous to find an
agricultural traders to develop and operate the facility over a predefined long term
period. This would create the necessary incentives for the trader to move traffic
through the facility and reduce the risk profile of such a development of the Port of
Goderich.



Agricultural inputs to retailers in Southern Ontario – particularly in the cathchment
area. As for agricultural products, it would be preferable to develop facilities to handle
agricultural inputs with a partner that handles this traffic already than developing this
facility on spec (i.e. without a partner).

The development of a laydown area on the expanded site for project cargo or aggregate could
also potentially be an opportunity, though this would be much riskier for the GPMG as it is more
difficult to find a partner to take related future traffic risk given the more erractic nature of
project cargo and aggregate in traffic.
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Recommendations and Next Steps
It would be risky to develop a market-specific facility on the four acre expansion at the Port of
Goderich without a firm traffic commitment to use the facility and we recommend against this
approach. We would instead recommend marketing the development opportunity to potential
users of the site – particularly agricultural products traders and shippers of agricultural inputs
– with the aim of identifying a partner that could commit to using the facility over a long term
and shoulder part of the development costs and associated risk. Initial efforts should focus on
related companies with a direct regional interest within the competitive catchment area
identified in Figure 4-1.
This site development marketing process could include further and direct outreach to
companies that could potentially benefit from locating part of their operations in Goderich,
followed by a public and competitive tender process if warranted (which if anything, has the
benefit of raising the profile of the opportunity and creating competitive tensions in the market
whereby regional players may wish to compete if only because their competitors may respond
to the opportunity).
As and when a partner is identified and related development plans are confirmed for the four
acre expansion site, a similar process could be undertaken with respect to further Port of
Goderich expansion opportunities (the identified partner for the four acre site could be given
right of first refusal, as a point of departure).
The long term economic development potential of the four acre expansion at the Port of
Goderich will only occur if it leads to a sustained increase in traffic at the site. Locking down a
partner that will use the facility is a starting point to do this and it could (and ideally will) lead
to spin off economic activity for the region.
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Action Plan
An appropriate mechanism should be in place to market the site and associated opportunity.
We would recommend that the Town of Goderich’s Economic Development Manager oversea
the promotion of the site, in close collaboration with GPMC’s President, but that the actual
marketing and promotion activity be led by an independent third party individual with close ties
to the agricultural products and inputs industries. We would further suggest that this third party
be remunerated in part through a success fee – contingent on a binding development and
operating agreement with the partner that will develop and operate the four acre site. (This
approach both creates an incentive for the third party, and limits the financial risk of nonperformance for the Town of Goderich and GPMC). The Town of Goderich would need to set
aside and approve an appropriate budget for the third party’s base fee (we expect this could be
in the order of $20,000-$30,000. The success fee portion would be over and above this and
could be set as a small percentage of the value paid by the partner to the Town of Goderich to
operate on the four acre site in question.
Concretely, we recommend the following action plan, for approval by Council:


Town of Goderich and GPMC to formalize governance structure to oversee site
promotion efforts, and set aside a $30,000 budget to retain a third party and associated
costs to help market the opportunity.



Run a competitive process to identify and retain the noted third party and confirm site
marketing plan.



Town of Goderich and GPMC to oversee and support third party promotion efforts
(which may include, among other things, requests for information, site visit(s),
facilitated meetings, etc.)



As and when a partner is identified (by direct negotiation or competitive process),
develop draft site development and operating agreements and negotiate related terms.

We expect that he above action plan could run six months to one year in duration, though
artificial fixed deadlines should not be imposed on the process if progress is being made.
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Appendix A: Approved Local
Renewable Energy Projects
The below table lists approved renewable energy projects as at August 2015 in Huron County, County of Bruce and
Wellington County.

Project Name

Project Description

Project Type

Proponent Name

Proponent Website

Location

Armow Wind
Project

92 turbines with total
generation capacity of 180MW

Wind

SP Armow Wind Ontario GP Inc.
operating as SP Armow Wind Ontario
LP

Q1WEC (Quixote
One)

1 turbine with total generation
capacity of 2.35 MW

Wind

Quixote One Wind Energy
Corp.(Leader Resources Services
Corp.)

http://www.lrsc.ca/?pag
e_id=22

County of Bruce

Meyer Wind

2 turbines with total generation
capacity of 4 MW

Wind

Meyer Wind Power (GP) Inc. o/a
Meyer Wind Power LP

http://www.lrsc.ca/?p=5
98

County of Bruce

Majestic Wind

1 turbine with total generation
capacity of 2MW

Wind

Majestic Wind Power (GP) Inc. o/a
Majestic Wind Power LP

http://www.lrsc.ca/?pag
e_id=22

County of Bruce

Westerhout
Enterprises Wind
Facility

3 turbines with total generation
capacity of 0.048 MW

Wind

Westerhout Enterprises

Huron County

Westerhout Poultry
Inc. Wind Facility

2 turbines with total generation
capacity of 0.032 MW

Wind

Westerhout Poultry

Huron County

Bluewater Wind
Project

41 turbines with total
generation capacity of 60MW

Wind

NextEra Energy Canada

County of Bruce

http://www.nexteraener
gycanada.com/projects
/bluewater.shtml

Huron County
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Project Name

Project Description

Project Type

Proponent Name

Proponent Website

Location

St. Columban Wind
Farm

15 turbines with total
generation capacity of 33 MW

Wind

St. Columban Energy LP

K2 Wind Farm

140 turbine with total
generation capacity of 270 MW

Wind

K2 Wind Ontario Inc. operating as K2
Wind Ontario Limited Partnership

http://www.k2wind.ca/a
bout-us/

Huron County

Goshen Wind
Energy Centre

72 turbines with total
generation capacity of 102 MW

Wind

Goshen Wind Inc. (Next Era)

http://www.nexteraener
gycanada.com/projects
/goshen.shtml

Huron County

Ryerson University
Wind Facility

6 turbines with total generation
capacity of 0.0401 MW

Wind

Ryerson University

http://www.ee.ryerson.c
a/research/windtech.ht
ml

Wellington County

Conestogo Wind
Energy Centre

10 turbines with total
generation capacity of 22.92
MW

Wind

NextEra Energy Canada

http://www.canadianwi
ndproposals.com/

Wellington County

Springwood Wind
Farm Project

4 turbines with total generation
capacity of 8.2 MW

Wind

wpd Springwood Wind Incorporated

http://canada.wpd.de/pr
ojects/incanada/springwood.ht
ml

Wellington County

Roubos Wind Farm

1 turbine with total generation
capacity of 0.5 MW

Wind

Roubos Wind Farm

Wellington County

ENS Poultry Inc.

A 0.137MW anaerobic
digestion facility utilizing a
combination of agricultural
wastes

Bioenergy

ENS Poultry Inc.

Wellington County

Huron County
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Appendix B: List of
Stakeholders Consulted
Company
Hensall District Cooperative

Name
George Keller

Thompsons Ltd
Miller Aggregates
BroadGrain
Railengineer

Darcy Oliphant
Joel Bradt
Jason Phillips
Scott Landrum

Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO)
Aaroc

Nicole Mackellar

Whitechurch Aggregates
Algoma Central Corporation

PC Burnet

Pere Marquette
Richardson

Chuck
Scott Ryrie

Palmerston Grain (Southwest Ag
Partners)
V.D.B. Grains

Todd Ross (Grain Merchandising
Manager)

Lafarge

Tyler Kohut

Goderich-Exeter Railway
Cargill

David Warne

